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Sea-cliff erosion is a significant problem along the Oregon coast in that many

communities have been built on terraces affected by bluff retreat There is considerable

coast-wide variability in the rates of cliff erosion. This variability is attributed in part to

tectonic activity that is causing differential interseismic uplift along the coast. Analyses

of geodetic survey data and tide gauge measurements have established rates of local

sea-level rise along the entire coast, including areas lacking direct tide measurements.

A littoral cell around the Lincoln City area on the central Oregon Coast is experiencing

the smallest degree of tectonic uplift and this results in the highest rate of local sea-

level rise and significant sea-cliff erosion. High cliffs cut into a Pleistocene marine

terrace, consisting of semi-consolidated sands, back the beaches over the length of the

littoral cell and supply coarse-grained sands to the beaches in the south of the cell.

Dissections of multimodal grain-size distributions of the beach and cliff sands have

shown that coarse-fraction modes are resistant to longshore wave dispersion, and this

produces a marked longshore variation in the coarseness of beach sand, in the beach

morphology, and in the nearshore processes affecting the cliff-toe erosion.

Two years of monthly beach-profile surveys at eleven beaches along the Lincoln

City littoral cell have shown that there is a significant difference in volumetric changes



between beaches of different sand sizes. The coarse-grained reflective beaches are

much more dynamic in profile changes, and the total quantity of sand moved under a

given storm is much greater than on the fine-grained dissipative beaches. Rip-current

embayments are also more important to cliff erosion o the reflective beach, producing

bluff retreat that has a high degree of spatial variability and is extremely episodic. Risk

assessments based on the probability curve of the extreme run-up have demonstrated

that the height of the cliff-beach junction and the beach slope are important factors in

controlling the risk of cliff-toe erosion. Run-up measurements using video techniques

on three beaches having contrasting morphologies suggest that the maximum run-up

calculation based on the empirical relationship derived by Holman and Sallenger (1985)

appears to be valid, although the permeability effects might have contributed to a

significance deviation in the prediction of maximum run-up on a sediment-starved

beach.
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PROCESSES OF SEA-CLIFF EROSiON ON THE OREGON COAST:

FROM NEOTECTONICS TO WAVE RUN-UP

Chapter 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Sea cliffs are the most extensive coastal Iandform on Earth, having developed

along approximately 80% of the world's coastlines (Emery and Kuhn, 1982). The

occurrence of sea cliffs is associated with long-term geological processes that involve

interactions between tectonic uplift and the rise and fall of sea-level. These dynamic

processes are still active, so sea cliffs are subjected to erosion and are naturally

unstable. Indeed, the very existence of a steep sea-cliff face attests to its instability.

The growing coastal population and the concern over sea-level rise have made sea cliff

erosion a significant problem. While many developments continue to center on low-

lying areas along the world's coastlines, increasing numbers of coastal properties are

built atop marine terraces affected by cliff retreat. To address this problem, planners

and engineers need to understand the processes involved in cUff erosion and their

relative effectiveness in causing cliff recession.

The factors involved in sea cliff erosion are highly complex. The most important

factors are properties inherent in the cliff itself, which include the lithology and

structure. The lithology determines the cliff' S inherent strength and resistance to marine

and subaerial erosion. The structure, including stratification and the presence of joints

and faults, largely controls the modes of mass movement. Factors that are attributed to

erosive agents outside the cliff are termed active or initiating factors (Terzaghi, 1950),

and these can be further grouped into marine and subaerial processes. The interplay

between wave attack and the beach buffer is of basic importance to initiating erosion,
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while subaerial processes include groundwater seepage and direct rain wash affecting

the cliff face. Knowing the rock strength and structure of a sea cliff, geotechnical

investigations can now reasonably assess its stability. However, the effectiveness of

cliff-base erosion through marine processes is still difficult to evaluate (Richard and

Lomman, 1987). Most importantly, although many studies have shown the importance

of manne erosion in triggering mass movement (Hutchinson, 1973; McGreal, 1979),

especially on cliffs of soft rocks and sediments, most engineering practice has not

considered marine erosion in their site investigations of cliff stability (e.g., Miyake et al.,

1990).

A simple indicator of the seventy of marine erosion is the cliff profile (Emery and

Kuhn, 1982). Sea cliffs that are experiencing active marine erosion exhibit steep basal

slopes and exposed bedrock. In contrast, cliffs less frequently attacked by waves have

talus cover and even support vegetation. In the large scale and in simplified terms,

tectonic setting alone controls the severity of marine erosion. Tectonic uplift and

downwarping expose sea cliffs to various degrees of marine influence. Tectonics also

indirectly control the sediment input to the beaches that protect the sea cliff.

Furthermore, rapid land level change associated with earthquakes could dramatically

alter and speed up the cliff erosion processes. Apparently, these large-scale tectonic

factors constrain the severity of cliff erosion at a specific site. However, study of

tectonic uplift and seismic events require a long-term and reliable database and the

effects of these tectonic factors on sea-cliff erosion are relatively difficult to quantify.

Detailed analyses of actual processes that attack sea cliffs are still essential for

different sites within the same tectonic setting.

The difficulty in evaluating and quantifying the effectiveness of marine erosion is

understandable, considering the complexity of processes involved. Figure 1-1 shows a

schematic diagram of a cliff erosion system that depicts the interplay of wave attack

versus beach protection of the cliff toe. Sea level relative to the amount of beach
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buffer plays a crucial role in determining two major modes of wave erosion. For sea

cliffs lacking beach protection, the waves can break close to the cliff toe and directly

attack the cliff face. With adequate beach protection, waves can only reach the cliff toe

under extreme conditions in the form of run-up, and only then removes the

accumulated talus and perhaps accelerates mass movement. The level of the sea

changes with tides and meteorological events such as storm surge and El Niño, and

due to global warming. In the mean time, feed back from cliff-supplied sediment and

nearshore sediment transport are continuously modifying the beach's buffering ability.

Due to these dynamic processes, modeling the entire system is a formidable task. It is

not surprising that most studies to date have been site-specific investigations focusing

on the processes that are important to that site.

This focus of this thesis is on some of the key elements in the cliff-erosion

system, using the Oregon coast as a natural laboratory. The specific processes of

interest are how the relative sea-level rise controls the amount of beach buffer, how

sediment transport modifies this beach buffer, and how the resulting beach buffer

affects wave run-up. The overall effect of these feed-back processes on the cliff

recession of individual littoral cells will also be analyzed.

Sea cliff erosion on the Oregon coast accounts for considerable property losses

and affects many citizens. Most communities are built on uplifted marine terraces or on

alluvial slopes emanating from the nearby Coast Range. Many of these communities

have been affected by sea cliff erosion or landslides. Examples of communities where

cliff erosion is occurring include Cannon Beach, Arch Cape, Lincoln City, Gleneden

Beach, Newport (Sayre and Komar, 1988), Bandon (Komar et al., 1991) and Port

Orford. State lands are also being lost as cliff erosion occurs in coastal parks (Komar

et al., 1988) and affects state highways. In total, sea cliff erosion affects hundreds of

kilometers of the Oregon coast.
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Figure 1-1. Schematic diagram of a sea-cliff erosion system.

The severity of sea cliff erosion is highly variable along the Oregon coast. The

pattern of variation depends largely on the regional tectonic setting. Differential uplift

along the coast determines the elevation of the cliff toe relative to sea level, the

sediment budget, and the accessibility of the cliff to active wave erosion processes.

There are also individual differences in erosion rates between littoral cells, beach

embayments separated by highly resistant basaltic headlands, which reflect the

influence of local physical processes. Many of the headland are exposed to direct

4
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wave attack, but most cities are built on the sea cliffs fronted by beaches within the

littoral cells.

There are indications that the amount of beach material protecting the cliff toe

vanes between and within littoral cells. The processes and effectiveness of cliff toe

erosion are therefore different from cell to cell. For example, ground observations and

aerial photographs show that rip currents on steep beaches tend to cut narrow

embayments so they exert a significant role in cliff toe erosion. In contrast, rip current

embayments on the flat beaches are broader in their longshore extents, but do not cut

as deeply through the beach berm. The slopes of beaches are known to vary with the

coarseness of the beach sand (Bascom, 1951). In the littoral cell containing Lincoln

City and Gleneden Beach, there is a marked longshore variation in the coarseness of

the beach sand, and this produces longshore changes in beach morphology, in the

nearshore processes, and in the resulting erosion of the sea cliff. There have been

several studies of this littoral cell (Stembndge, 1975; Smith, 1978), indicating that there

is a longshore variation in the patterns and rates of sea-cliff erosion. This variation is

likely associated with different marine erosion processes since the cliffs are of similar

lithology and are subjected to similar subaerial processes.

One important nearshore process that affects cliff toe erosion on the Oregon

coast is wave run-up on the beach face. Run-up can reach the base of sea cliffs and

remove the talus. This process could also transport the beach sediment cross-shore

and modify the beach morphology. For most sea cliffs protected by an adequate beach

buffer, run-up can only reach the cliff toe under extreme high tides. In the littoral cell

just south of Cape Foulweather, run-up can reach the base of the sea cliff even during

normal high tides and under moderate storm conditions. The sea cliffs there mainly

consists of mudstone that is too fine to supply sediment to the beach when eroded. As

a result, the toe elevation of the cliff is significantly lower than in other littoral cells on

the Oregon coast. This sediment deficiency reduces the beach buffer. The sea cliff is
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therefore more susceptible to wave undercutting. This wave undercuthng of the cliff

has in turn caused slumping which has affected the nearby coastal highway.

The overall objective of this thesis is to study the cliff erosion processes that are

important on the Oregon coast. This includes a study of how the tectonic setting

controls the sediment supplies to various littoral cells. Most of the effort has been

directed to the field study of sea-cUff erosion in the Lincoln City cell, where the

longshore variations in beach sand size arid beach morphology were investigated.

Field study also includes the documentation of wave run-up at the bases of sea cliffs.

This thesis includes 6 chapters. This introductory chapter has stated the

significance of the study and the overall objectives. Chapter 2 reviews the literature

concerning sea cliff erosion, focusing mainly on studies of marine erosion processes.

Chapter 3 presents the results of a study on the tectonic control of the pattern and

occurrence of sea cliff erosion along the Oregon coast, including the general

background concerning the formation and evolution of the coastal landform. In Chapter

4 the results of a field investigation on the effects of the sediment dispersion and sea

cliff erosion in the Lincoln City littoral cell are given. Chapter 5 documents the

frequency of run-up that reaches the cliff base on three beaches of contrasting

morphodynamics, with the purpose of investigating the buffering ability and the risk of

cliff-toe erosion on beaches in different littoral cells. Finally, in Chapter 6 a summary

and discussion of the overall results and their significance will be presented.



Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The system involved in sea-cliff erosion contains three major elements: marine

processes, subaerial processes, and the sea-cliff attacked by these processes. Each

element in turn comprises many factors and processes that can be important to cliff

erosion (Figure 2-1). The study of sea-cliff erosion is further complicated by (a) the

significance of a particular factor depends on the physical setting of the sea cliff, and

(b) the processes are acting on sea cliffs in different time scales. The investigations of

sea-cliff erosion therefore have been mostly limited to site-specific studies focusing on

processes that are important to that site.

This chapter reviews studies of sea-cliff erosion, with the focus on marine erosion

processes pertinent to the field investigation undertaken in this study. Specifically, the

review emphasizes the importance of the beach buffer and the processes of direct

wave attack versus wave run-up. The present review is by no means comprehensive.

Sunamura (1983) provides a good review of the literature dealing with wave erosion

and the formation of shore platforms. Reviews of processes that are also important to

cliffs in non-coastal environments, processes such as slope stability and landsliding,

are given by Terzaghi (1950) and Anderson and Richards (1987).

CLIFF FACTORS AND SUBAERIAL PROCESSES

Perhaps the most important aspect controlling diff erosion is the cliff itself. It

constitutes the passive or inherent factor, as classified by Terzaghi (1950), including

the lithology, structure (bedding stratification, joints, and faults), and topography.

Among the cliff factors, the lithology is of pivotal importance in controlling the rate of

cliff erosion. Table 2-1 summarizes the average rates of erosion for sea-cliffs of

7



OTHER FACTORS
rain wash on cliff face
ground-water flow and pore pressure
vegetation cover
burrowing by rodents, etc.
people

walking on cliff and talus
carving graffiti on cliff face
watering lawns
culverts, etc.
protective structures (sea walls, etc.)

ground shaking due to earthquakesOCEAN FACTORS
waves

height and periods (energy or energy flux)
approach angle (longshore currents and littoral drift)
set-up and run-up

cell circulation with rip currents
tidal variations
storm surge, tsunami
sea level (seasonal and long-term net changes)

BEACH FACTORS
volume of beach sediments (buffering ability)
composition and grain size

control on beach morphology
sand "blasting"

presence of drift logs

Figure 2-1. Schematic diagram illustrating the many factors and process involved in sea-cliff erosion.

CLIFF FACTORS
composition
"hardness" (e.g., compressive strength)
talus production
source of beach sediments

layering (bedding), joints, and faults
inclination of rock layers
height and slope of cliff face



different lithology based on the compilation of Sunamura (1983). It is apparent that the

rate increases with decreasing rock hardness and also with the younger ages of the

cliff-forming materials.

Table 2-1. Rates of erosion in sea cliffs of different lithology (after

Sunamura, 1983).

The structural factors are important in determining whether the cliff retreat takes

the form of abrupt large-scale Iandsliding or the more continuous failure of small

portions of the cliff face. Barton and Coles (1984) illustrated the effects on the sea-cliff

erosion processes of the presence of three bedding planes within a clay cliff. They

showed that among various slope degradation processes, bench sliding along the

bedding planes is the most significant, accounting for 93% of the total volume of the

sliding materials. Hutchinson (1983) also noted that zones of major mudstides tend to

occur at the base of a gently seaward dipping stratum on the southern coast of

England. His study of the London Clay cliffs led him to suggest that the evolution of

the cliff profile is controlled by the relative rate of the toe erosion due to marine

processes versus the cliff-top recession due to the subaerial processes (Hutchinson,

Lithology Rate of Cliff Erosion (m/yr)

Granite I 0-

Limestone io- - 10-2

Shale and flysh 10-2

Chalk 10-1 - I

Tertiary sedimentary rocks 10-1 - I

Quatemary sedimentary rock I - 10

Glacial deposits I - 10

Recent volcanic ejecta 10- 100
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1973). Emery and Kuhn (1982) further extend this concept, classifying the processes

of cliff erosion into three stages as active, inactive, and former, based on the cliff

profile. The cliffs at active stages are continuously affected by marine erosion that

produces oversteepening in the lower part of the cliffs. At the former stage, the cliffs

are dominated by subaerial processes, producing a low slope angle in the cliff profile.

Sea-cliff erosion at active stage is far more complex than that at the other stages. For

example, although it is generally true that marine processes dominate the removal of

the talus accumulated at the cliff toe, Nott (1990) reported that the debris at the cUff

base of Long Beach, southeast Australia, can be removed by groundwater discharge

alone in less than a year.

Groundwater adversely affects the stability of sea cliffs. The increase in the

groundwater content increases the pore pressure, reducing the shear strength of the

cliff-forming materials. The lubricating effect of the ground water further increases the

potential for failure along planes of structural weakness. High groundwater content has

been identified as the most significant contributor to cliff instability (Arkin and Michaeli,

1985; Turner, 1981). The ground water mainly comes from rainfall, but excessive

watering of gardens can also be significant (Arkin and Michaeli, 1985). Byrne (1963)

found from the newspaper account that there is a correlation between the number of

landslides and the monthly precipitation record on the Oregon coast. The increase of

water content is likely the cause for the occurrence of landslides, although there may

also be some contribution by storm waves undercuthng the cliffs.

MARINE PROCESSES

Erosion processes that are unique to the coastal cliffs are the waves directly

attacking the cliff face, and the removal of talus at the cliff toe by waves, the removal

preventing the development of a stable slope. The relative effectiveness of these two

processes depends on the sea-level versus the beach buffer (Figure 1-1). The
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significance of direct wave attack to cliff erosion decreases with increasing beach

protection. The elevation of wave attack is determined by ocean processes including El

NIño, tides, and storm surges, processes which are fairly uniform on a regional basis.

However, much of the cliff erosion is highly variable even within a small spatial scale.

This spatial variability is due in part to the heterogeneity in cliff material properties and

in the extent of the beach fronting the cliff. These two factors are closely related as the

beach morphology is governed, in large part, by the sediments supplied by the cliff

erosion.

A series of laboratory experiments has been conducted in Japan that simulate cliff

erosion (Sunamura, 1983), experiment which used artificial cliffs composed of loosely

cemented sand in a laboratory wave basin. The results suggested that the rate of cliff

erosion dX/dt is proportional to In () - In (yr)' where is the wave force and r is the

resistance strength of the cliff material. The effectiveness of wave attack also depends

on the wave type. Plunging waves produce relatively high dynamic pressures (KirkgOz,

1982) and create a vortex containing sand grains as "blasting" agents (Sunamura,

1982). The importance of beach elevation in controlling the cliff erosion is showed in

Figure 2-2, which plots the erosion rate versus the relative beach elevation h/d obtained

by Sunamura (1982). It can be seen that the optimal condition for the formation of

plunging waves, and therefore the greatest erosion, occurred when the cliff-beach

junction is at about sea level. Figure 2-2 also indicates that the rates of cliff erosion

diminish as the beach elevation increases toward the limit of wave run-up.

Figure 2-2 demonstrates the importance of beach protection in buffering the wave

attack. Although the reported erosion rates of shale cliffs fronted by beaches have

been significantly higher than those without beach protection on the northeast

Yorkshire coast of England (Robinson, I 977a), most beaches act as buffers that cause

the waves to break offshore away from the cliff, effectively dissipating the wave energy.

The elevation of the cliff-beach junction relative to the mean sea level, therefore, is an
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important parameter in the investigation of sea-cliff erosion. Beach processes that

influence the elevation of the beach include the seasonal beach-profile changes which

are somewhat predictable (Komar, 1976), and np-current embayments that create local

variability within a relatively short time. Several field studies have investigated the

significance of the elevation of the cliff-beach junction to the resulting cliff erosion.

Jones and Williams (1991) undertook a statistical analysis of the factors influencing cliff

erosion on the west coast of Wales. They founded that the beach eievation at the cliff

toe, beach width and beach volume are significant parameters in predicting the

Vortex formation

Figure 2-2. The result of Sunamura (1982) showing the effect of the beach buffer

upon cliff erosion rate. X0 is the erosion rate immediately after wave

action, h is the height of the cliff-base junction, and d is the water level at

the base of the cliff.

/
I

2 3

Wave run-up limit

I

Relative beach elevation , h/dNo beach
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measured recession rates of the sea cliffs. McGreal (1979) also conducted statistical

analyses on a low energy coast of Northern Ireland, and suggested that the beach

elevation is an important factor. Of interest to the changes of beach elevation is the

study on the Holdemess coast of England (Pringle, 1985). This coast is characterized

by features locally known as "ords", which are similar to rip-current embayments but are

irregular in shape (Figure 2-3). They run seawards from the cliff base, exposing the

wave-cut plafform. The most interesting aspect of the 1-toldemess ord, however, is that

it has migrated southward at a rate of about 500 rn/yr along the coast, shifting the

associated zone of maximum cliff erosion. The cliff recessions is caused by waves

undercutting the bluff at the lowered beach position, which produces instability in the

unconsolidated glacial till. The local rates of recession are sufficiently large (up to 10

m/yr) to clearly demonstrate an association between the movement of the ord and the

accelerated erosion, even with measurements spanrung a period of time. Other

workers have also noted the importance of the beach etvation at the cliff base,

documenting them in their field investigations (Robinson, 1977b; McCreal, 1979).

In contrast to the rare occurrence of dramatic changes in beach elevation, water

level elevation is subjected to daily fluctuations due to tides and longer-term changes

due to El Niño and storm surges. The effect of the water level rise on the cliff erosion

is most obvious in lake environments where the coastal erosion appears to be sensitive

to the change in lake level. Quigley and Di Nardo(1980) reported that the volumetric

erosion rates and average bluff slope angles are directly related to the cyclic changes

in the level of Lake Ontario. Carter and Guy (1988) undertook a detailed study on the

Lake Erie coast, measuring the retreat rates of shale bluffs every two weeks for two

years. Using stepwise multiple regression, they found that the maximum lake water

level and storm duration ranked as the most significant variables in affecting the bluff

retreat.
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1 Steep, rapidly eroding till chit
2 Lower angled, more stable cliff
3 Upper beach of coarse sand and pebbles
4 Till shore pLatform with ormoured mud boils'
5 Water-filled channel
6 Lower beach sand ridge
7 Lower beoch,sand with surface water

Figure 2-3. The characteristic features of a Holdemess ord" illustrating the

relationship between the ord channel and eroding cliff (From

Pringle, 1985).

The effects of storm surges on the ocean coast have also been investigated.

Cambers (1976) reported that on the eroding till cliffs of Norfolk, England, there is a

strong relationship between cliff recession rates and the frequency with which the

elevated sea level due to storm surge reaches the cliff base. His study also

considered the time scales of processes involved in the coastal erosion system,

including the processes of run-up on beaches (micro scale) and the occurrence of

storm (marcoscale).

Considering the importance of the level of the sea to coastal erosion, it is obvious

that the sea level should be considered along with the beach elevation in investigations

of cliff retreat. Field documentation of the water level fluctuations on the beach should

provide necessary information in quantifying the effective beach buffer, similar to the

relative beach elevation, Figure 2-2, used by Sunamura (1982). Thornton et al. (1987)

have recognized that the wave set-up and run-up, producing a superelevation of the
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sea level, are important processes in causing cliff retreat. Thornton et al. incorporated

these processes and the beach elevation in their development of a model to predict the

bluff recession along Monterey Bay. Their approach can be adopted to assess the risk

of the cliff-toe being eroded by wave run-up (Chapter 5).

In summary, most studies on sea-cliff erosion have focused on site-specific field

investigations. The water level relative to beach elevation is considered important in

quantifying the effectiveness of marine erosion, both in laboratory and field studies.

The cliff erosion is most active when the water level is at the same level as the beach

elevation at the cliff base. The rate of cliff recession decreases with the build up of the

beach buffer, and is subjected to temporal variability due mostly to the changes in sea

leveL The changes in beach elevation due to changing beach morphology also

contribute to the spatial variability in cliff recession.

OREGON STUDIES

Our understanding of sea-cliff erosion on the Oregon coast is limited to a few

studies. Stembndge (1975) and Smith (1978) have attempted to measure the long-

term rates of sea-cliff retreat using historical aerial photographs, but the erosion rates

are overall slow so their work only provides qualitative assessments. Stembridge

(1975) also compiled newspaper reports of the major erosion episodes and gives a

historical account for these events along the entire Oregon coast. Other past works

have focused on the role of landslides in sea-cliff retreat, analyses that examined

factors such as rainfall intensity and accompanying groundwater effects, and structural

controls such as rock jointing and bedding (Byrne, 1963,1964; North, 1964; North and

Byrne, 1965; Gentile, 1982). Reviews of the other studies relevant to sea-cliff erosion

on the Oregon coast are provided in Chapter 3 and 4.



Chapter 3

TECTONIC-SEA LEVEL CONTROL AND LOCAL PROCESSES
IN SEA-CLIFF EROSION

INTRODUCTION

The severity of sea-cliff erosion vanes considerably along the length of the

Oregon coast, that is between the several stretches of marine terrace isolated within

littoral cells by resistant bounding headlands. This may reflect the extent of the

buffering beach fronting the sea cliff, differences in the cliff materials, or it could

represent contrasting rates of relative sea-level nse. Tectonic uplift and sea-level

changes are important to the formation and evolution of sea cliffs, and therefore

ultimately control the processes involved in cliff erosion. However, local processes

unique to individual sites are also significant. This chapter discusses the tectonic

background and the geological processes that have shaped the sea cliffs along the

Oregon coast. It is proposed that coast-wide differential tectonic uplift controls the

amount of sediment available to different littoral cells, and this in turn is one major

factor that determines the severity of the cliff erosion. Finally, this chapter investigates

several littoral cells on the north Oregon coast to examine the significance of the large-

scale tectonic control and specific processes important to individual cells.

TECTONIC SETTING

The tectonic setting of the Oregon coast is extremely important to the occurrence

and patterns of sea-cliff erosion. Significant to the Pacific Northwest is the presence of

active sea-floor spreading beneath the ocean to the immediate west. New ocean crust

is formed at the Juan de Fuca and Gorda Ridges (Figure 3-1), and the movement of

these plates is generally eastward toward the continent. These ocean plates collide

with the North American plate which includes the continental land mass. There is

16
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evidence that the oceanic plates have been undergoing subjection beneath the

continental North American plate, evidence which includes the still-active volcanoes of

the Cascades, the existence of marine sedimentary rocks accreted to the continent,

and the occurrence of vertical land movements along the coast. The contact between

oceanic and continental plates, generally referred to as the Cascadia Subduction Zone

(CSZ), lies offshore along the coasts of Washington, Oregon and northern California.

Most of the marine sediments deposited on the oceanic plates are scraped off

during the subduction processes and are accreted to the continental plate. The

addition of ocean sediments to the continent has led to the long-term westward growth

of the Pacific Northwest. Part of the Coast Range was formed under such accretion

processes during the Paleocene and Eocene periods, some 40 to 60 million years ago.

Along the northern half of the Oregon coast, the Nye Mudstone and Astoria Formation

of Miocene age are the principal Tertiary rocks found in the sea cliffs. The presence of

these mudstones in the sea cliffs is important to the erosion processes, particularly to

the occurrence of landslides. Pleistocene marine terrace deposits consisting of uplifted

beach and dune sands overlay these mudstone units. Because the mudstone is less

permeable than the overlain terrace sands, groundwater tends to concentrate at the

contact, a potential sliding plane, and reduces the shearing resistance between upper

and lower units. Mass movement along the bedding planes could occur under heavy

precipitation. Furthermore, it has been estimated that the Tertiary deposits dip seaward

along more than half of the northern Oregon coast (Byrne, 1964; North and Byrne,

1965), a geometry which also contributes to the deveLopment of landslides. In a study

of the central Oregon coast using aerial photographs, Gentile (1982) has shown that

the occurrences of landslides concentrate at the contact zone between Tertiary

mudstones and Pleistocene deposits.
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Sea cliffs composed mainly of Tertiary mudstones also face other potential

problems. They have higher compressive strengths than that of the Pleistocene sand

and therefore are more resistant to direct wave attack. However, the Tertiary

sediments are also significantly finer grained with the particles having lower settling

velocities. Most of the fine materials would be carried offshore by waves once they are

eroded from the cliffs. This could result in serious sediment deficiency and hence an

inadequate beach buffer protection, further aggravating the cliff recession. Sea cliffs in

the Beverly Beach and Newport littoral cells have been experiencing such problems.

Another type of geological formation that is important to the development of

coastal compartments along the Oregon coast are the volcanic units erupted about 14-

16 million years ago. These basaltic units are more resistant to wave erosion than the

sedimentary units. This differential resistance has led to the development of headlands

versus beach embayments. The exposure of the volcanic units corresponds to a series

of headlands that segment the coastline into several littoral cells. With the exceptions

of Cascade Head which is made up of volcanic rock interbedded with sedimentary

deposits, and Cape Kiwanda which consists of sandstone, most of the headlands north

of Cape Blanco are entirely of basaltic rock (Figure 3-7).

SEA-LEVEL CHANGES AND THE FORMATION OF SEA CLIFFS

Sea levels have oscillated due to the growth and retreat of glaciers throughout the

Quatemary (approximately the last 2 million years). There are two time intervals of sea-

level changes that are of particularly importance to the formation and evolution of sea

cliffs on the Oregon coast. One is the sea level history from 140,000 to 40,000 year

before the present (BP), when most of the marine terraces on the Oregon coast were

formed; and the sea level history for the last 10,000 year when the present coastal

landform were developed. Construction of a sea level curve for the first time interval is

mainly based on (1) the studies of coral-reef terraces of tectonically active coasts, and
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Figure 3-2. Sea level curve for the last 240,000 years based on uplifted terraces

in New Guinea (From Chappell and Shackleton, 1986).

uplifting coasts such as the Oregon coast. During periods of high stand, when the land

and sea level were rising at about the same rate, continuous wave abrasion near the

sea level formed a marine wave-cut platform bounded by an ascending landward slope.

Sea level then dropped while tectonic uplift carried this flat platform and the overtain

sand upward to form a marine terrace. Repeated sea-level high stands and the

continuous uplift of the coast have formed a series of steplike terraces, with the

youngest terrace at the lowest elevation. The youngest terrace is being cut by wave

erosion under the present sea-level high stand to form a cliff face. Marine terraces are

20

(2) the oxygen-isotope record extracted from foraminiferan tests found in deep sea

cores. The world-wide correlation of terrace dating and good agreement between

these two methods has enabled the reconstruction of a global sea level curve (Chappet

and Shackleton, 1986). The general trend of sea level change for the late Pleistocene

is shown in Figure 3-2. It can be characterized by a series of sea level maxima, with

several high stands close to the present sea level centered around 130,000 to 80,000

years BP. These high stands are important in the formation of terraces on active
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best preserved on the portion of the coast having the highest uplift rates. Kelesy

(1991) has studied a series of marine terraces on Cape Blanco where the uplift rate is

the fastest along the Oregon coast due to its proximity to the Cascadia Subduction

Zone. Kelsey found that the youngest terrace was formed about 80,000 years ago.

Although dating is only available for a few terraces in southern Oregon, most of this

terrace into which the present-day sea cliff has been cut along the Oregon coast can

be correlated based on the geomorphology, terrace deposits, and degrees of soil

development, and are believed to have been formed at the same time (West and

McCrumb, 1988; Hunter, 1980). The elevation of this 80,000 year old terrace has been

affected by faulting, folding, and differential uplift in land levels, and therefore varies

along the coast.

YEARS BR XJ03
0 (5 20 25 30 35 40

Figure 3-3. Sea level curves for the past 40,000 years based on carbon-14 dates

of submerged materials. The most recent curve (dashed line) suggests

a late Wisconsin low stand of less than 100 m below present sea teve4

(After Dillon and Oldale, 1978).
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The last glacial maximum occurred at 18,000 to 20,000 years BP, when the sea

level dropped to 100 to 125 m lower than at present (Figure 3-3). The sea level then

rose rapidly until about 5,000 to 7,000 years BP, and then slowed down in its rise to the

present level. This general trend of sea level rise has had important effects in shaping

the present coastal landforms of Oregon. The rapid rise of sea level after the last

glacial period submerged the nearshore bathymetry so that the wave energy was not

dissipated significantly before reaching the shoreline. Coastal erosion must have been

very active at that time. Waves directly undercut the sea cliffs and supplied much of

the sediments to reestablish an equilibrium nearshore bathymetry. The cliff erosion

became less active as the rate of sea-level rise decreased and the amount of beach

protection increased. Coastal embayments also started to form due to the differential

erosion between resistant headlands and soft sedimentary formations. During the last

sea level rise, the difference in net erosion between headlands and coastal

embayments has become large enough that the headlands now extends into

sufficiently deep water to hinder along-coast transport of beach sands. This is

indicated by the finding of significant differences in the roundness of beach sands on

the opposite sides of Tillamook Head (Clemens and Komar, 1988). The significance of

this formation of coastal compartments is that the sea cliffs are now solely protected by

beach sand trapped within individual littoral cells with minimal supply of river sands.

The sea level rise also has affected the supply of river sediments. Coastal estuaries

were drowned and increasingly trapped river sediments, reducing the effective river

supply for beaches. Studies of the sediments within Yaquina Bay indicate that it is

slowly being filled with both river and beach sands (Kuim and Byrne, 1966). A study on

Alsea Bay resulted in similar findings (Peterson et at., 1984a). The overall effect of the

limited longshore sand transport and reduced river supply is that the beach-sand

sources for each littoral cell are increasingly dominated by the cliff supply after the
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coastline was segmented, but major rivers continue to dominate the sediment supply in

a few littoral cells. The amount and availability of cliff sediments and river sands varies

from one littoral cell to another, therefore the sediment volume for each littoral cell and

its buffering ability to protect the sea cliff also differ from one cell to another.

In contrast to the sea level change for the last 20,000 yearS, sea level changes in

recent times are well documented by tide gauges. The global rise in sea level has

been estimated by various workers to be on the order of 1-3 mm/yr. The large range is

due to the difficulty of separating that worldwide component from local tectonic and

isostatic effects included in tide records. Assuming that the eustatic rise in sea level is

on the order of 2 mm/yr, analyses of tide gauge records at a given location can provide

an indication of whether the land is rising or falling tectonically. The relative sea level at

most tide gauges on the Oregon coast is rising at rates less than 2 mm/yr (Hicks et al.,

1983), so the coast must be uplifting tectonically. But the rates of uplift are not uniform

along the Oregon coast, tide gauges records in Oregon and Washington coast indicate

that there is an along-coast variation in relative sea-level change. Analyses of Hicks et

al. (1983) were based on the tide gauges records from the earliest date (which varies

among stations) to 1980. Sea-level records up to 1990 for three tide gauges on the

Pacific Northwest coast have been analyzed in the present study with the purpose of

updating the rate of sea level rise. The rates were determined by simple linear

regression of the yearly mean sea-levels. These mean sea level records from Astoria,

Newport, and Crescent City are plotted in Figure 3-4. It can be seen that the tide

gauge record is highly coherent from station to station, evident from the high sea level

recorded during the 1982-1983 El Niño. The linear regression removes the interannual

variations and yields the long-term trends of sea level changes for each station. The

extreme high mean sea-level during 1982-1983, Figure 3-4, significantly affects the rate

determined at Newport, so its rate was analyzed in turn with and without the data of
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1983. The exclusion of the 1983 data does not significantly change the results at

Astoria and Crescent City because of their longer records. Table 3-1 lists the trends of

Table 3-i. Rates and variability of the changes in yearly mean-sea level through 1990.

Data from National Ocean Service, NOAA.

sea level changes and their standard deviations (the negative signs signify that the

water level is dropping relative to the land). There is a significant difference in the

changes of sea level between stations. This variation must be due to the differences in

coastal uplift rates, since the eustatic sea level rises at the same rate everywhere.

Other evidence of differential uplift has come from the study of coastal marine terraces.

West and McCrumb (1988) has documented that there is an along-coast variation in

the elevation of the terrace formed 80,000 years BP, reflecting the result of differential

coastal uplift since the terrace was formed. They also suggested that this variation may

be related to the difference in the distance between the coastline and the Cascadia

Subduction Zone. Vincent (1989) also found a similar along-coast pattern in recent

geodetic survey data. Analyses undertaken in the next section will show that this

persistent differential uplift has had a lasting effect on the patterns and processes of

coastal erosion.

Tide Gauge Rate of Rel. Sea Level Rise

(mm/year)

Years of data

Astoria -0.5 ± 0.3 66

Newport
(1983 excluded) 1.3 ± 0.9 21

Newport 1.8 ± 1.4 22

Crescent City -0.9 ± 0.3 58
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THE LARGE SCALE CONTROL OF COASTAL EROSION

Differential Coastal Uplift

Data from geodetic surveys collected by the National Geodetic Survey indicate

that the Oregon coast is continuing to rise. East-west survey lines from the coast

inland to the Willamette Valley demonstrate that the uplift of the coast has been part of

a rotation with a pivot line located somewhere within the Valley (Rilinger and Adams,

1982; Adams, 1984). Of particular interest to the present study are the analyses by

Vincent (1989) and Mitchell et al. (1991) of geodetic data along the north-south line

extending the full length of the Oregon coast. This analysis is similar to that

undertaken by Fairbridge and Newman (1968) On the coast of New York. Vincent

compared the surveys made in 1931 and 1988 to establish elevation thanges; the

values are graphed here in Figure 3-5a. The movement so determined is relative rather

than absolute, so Vincent normalized the elevation changes to the bench mark in

Crescent City, just south of the border in California. Accordingly, the elevation change

scale on the left of the diagram in Figure 3-5a gives zero for Crescent City, while

positive values for other locations represent an increase in elevation relative to

Crescent City and negative values indicate reduced elevation relative to Crescent City

(but could still involve tectonic uplift). The overall pattern seen in Figure 3-5a indicates

that the smallest uplift has occurred along the central coast between Newport and

Tillamook, with higher uplifts south of Coos Bay and along the very northern-most

portion of the coast toward Astoria and the Columbia River. The first scale on the right

of Figure 3-5a indicates the equivalent rates, the distance of elevation change divided

by the lapsed time, 57 years from 1931 to 1988. The differential rates are significant.

for example, amounting to 2 to 3 mm/yr when comparing Astoria or the south coast with

the Newport and Lincoln City areas.
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The general uplift of the Northwest coast is also demonstrated by the records

from tide gauges (Figure 3-4). It is possible to use these tide gauge data to convert the

elevation changes relative to Crescent City determined by Vincent (1989) into rates

compared with the change in sea level. This is simply done by shifting the first scale on

the right of Figure 3-5a, the rate of land-level change relative to the changing sea level,

and reversing the sign; the scale now corresponds to the rate of sea level rise relative

to the tide gauges. The data for the three tide gauges are then plotted on the adjusted

scale, with en-or bars representing 95% confidence intervals of the rates. The adjusted

scale based on the tide gauge at Crescent City indicates that tide gauge records at

Newport and Astoria are consistent with the geodetic data. This agreement implies the

validity of the geodetic data analyzed by Vincent to determine elevation changes and

the analyses undertaken here to convert that data into a rate of change compared with

the increasing level of the sea. A more detailed analysis that extends the data to the

Washington coast is being undertaken by Mitchell et al. (1991). The pattern of along-

coast differential uplift is also consistent with the pattern seen in the variation of ten-ace

elevations, therefore the differential uplift must have been persistent since the late

Pleistocene.

According to the results graphed in Figure 3-5a, the southern half of the Oregon

coast is presently rising faster than the global eustatic sea level while the northern

stretch between Newport and Tillamook is being submerged by the rising sea. The

later rates are just over 1 mm/yr, and therefore are small compared with submergence

rates experienced on most coastlines, rates of 3 to 4 mm/yr being common along the

east and Gulf coasts of the United States (Hicks et al., 1983; Hicks, 1978).

The pattern of differential uplift, Figure 3-5a, constrains the rate of sea level rise

along the entire Oregon coast. This allows us to asses the rate of sea level rise in

areas lacking a tide gauge record. It is also apparent that the variation in relative sea
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level nse is extremely important to spatial patterns of coastal erosion. Most obviously is

the effect on shoreline configuration. As shown in Figure 3-5b, there is a remarkable

correlation between the rate of uplift and the protrusion of the coastline into the Pacific

Ocean. Another effect is on the development of sand spits. Sea-level rise favors the

development of sand spits which serve as the storage area of large quantities of sand

released from shoreline erosion during transgression. The extensive development of

sand spits on the central to northern Oregon coast demonstrates the sensitivity of this

coastal landform to sea-level rise.

Hydrographic Ratios and Coastal Sediment Supply

There are important effects of differential uplift on sediment supply. As previously

discussed, one of the main sources of sediments for the modem day beaches has

been the coastal rivers. The amount of sediment supply depends on the total bedload

transport for each river and the effectiveness of the estuary in trapping the bedload.

The sediment transport within the estuary is dominated by the mixing of tidal flows

versus the fluvial flow; their relative importance can be characterized by the

hydrographic ratio HR, defined as the ratio of the mean tidal prism (the volume of water

carried into the estuary from low to high tides) to the river-water input during six hours

of a half-tidal cycle. This HR dimensionless ratio provides a reasonable measure of the

tidal flow tending to carry beach sand into the bay versus the river flow which prevent

its entry and tends to transport river sands through the estuary. Based on sediment

analyses in several estuaries in Oregon and Washington, Peterson et al. (1984b) have

found that there is a statistically significant correlation between the portion of beach

versus river sediments in an estuary and the HR hydraulic factor. Although Peterson et

al. (1 984b) used HR in an attempt to asses the two sources of sediment fill in estuaries.

beach and river sediments, it is apparent that one might expect that HR relates directly

to the ability of the river-derived sands to bypass the estuary and reach the ocean
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beaches. As HR decreases in magnitude, the river discharge increasingly dominates

over the tidal prism and it is more likely that river sand can bypass the estuary.

The difference in sea level rise significantly influences the hydrodynamics of the

estuaries along the Oregon coast. This can be examined by the differences in their

hydrographic ratios. The increase in mean sea level will result in the increase in

estuanne surface areas, and consequently their tidal prisms. The tectonic uplift in the

river drainage basins will probably also affect the river discharge, but it is likely to be

small compare to other factors such as the precipitation. The overall effect of sea level

rise therefore would be an increase of the hydrographic ratio HR.

Figure 3-5c shows the hydrographic ratios of major rivers along the Oregon coast

reported by Chesser and Peterson (1989). There is a general pattern of low

hydrographic ratios south of Coos Bay, with higher and more scatter values north of it.

The third order polynomial fit (dashed line) through the plot is almost a mirror image of

the trend in the coastal uplift, reflecting the influence of the uplifting rate on the

sediment-trapping capacities of the estuaries. The river sediment is therefore less likely

to reach the beaches on the north-central coast, whereas river sediment can bypass

the estuaries on the south coast. Although Figure 3-Sc gives the spatial pattern of the

trapping efficiency, information about the bedload transport for individual rivers and the

conversion factor from HR to actual ratios of sand bypassing is needed for the

calculation of effective river supply of beach sands. Bedload transport rates of the

rivers along the Oregon coast have been estimated by Clemens (1987) using the

approach of Langbein and Schumm (1958). However, there is no data available to

correlate HR with the actual ratio of sand bypassing. Because the trapping efficiency is

inversely proportional to the hydrographic ratio HR, a bedload index B1, defined as

bedload transport divided by FIR, is formulated to characterize the annual sediment

supply to reach the beach from a particular river. Although there are many
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uncertainties involved, B1 serves as a useful indicator for the potential of river supply

and allows us to examine the spatial variations of this supply. Figure 3-6a provides a

summary of the potential river sand sources to the present day beaches along the

Oregon coast. The most significant potential contributors are the rivers with high B1

bedload index. It is seen that the Klamath, Rogue and Columbia rivers dominate the

river supplies, and the along-coast variation of the potential river supply is consistent

with the results from geodetic surveys. The difference in effective river supply can also

be viewed as a result of the river response to differential tectonic uplift. A faster rise of

the drainage basin of a river would increase its overall channel slope, increase the

hydraulic head, and therefore the sediment supply to the beach.

It is likely that the along-coast variation of the bedload index at the present time

also reflects the spatial pattern of river supply since the coast was segmented into the

series of littoral cells, assuming that the pattern of differential uplift has remained

approximately the same since then. Important to the coastal erosion is that the

sediment supply from major rivers to individual littoral cells has gradually reduced as

the segmentation of the Oregon coast proceeded. The sediment supply for each littoral

cell depends now mainly on the effective river supply from local rivers since the time

headlands started to block the longshore exchange of beach sands. Sea-cliff suppiy is

another potential source of beach sands, but its contribution is small compared to the

potential river supply. Therefore, it is reasonable to predict that the littoral cells on the

central Oregon coast must suffer higher degrees of sediment deficiency due to the

lower potential river supply in that area. This prediction is tested based on the sand

volumes determined from the seismic refraction measurements made by Peterson et al.

(1991). They measured the sand volumes within eight littoral cells on the Pacific

Northwest, including five cells spanning the areas of Figure 3-6a. Figure 3-6b shows

the normalized sand volumes of the five littoral cells connected by a cubic-spline curve.
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Figure 3-6 (a) Bedload index along the Oregon coast. (b) Normalized sand volumes
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The overall spatial variation roughly follows the pattern of differential uplift seen in

Figure 3-5a. As predicted by Figure 3-6a, in areas of faster sea level rise, the bedload

quantities from the rivers draining the Coastal Range are not very large, the estuaries

are effective sediment traps (higher hudrographic ratios) and this reduces the sediment

supply to the littoral cells. It appears that the results of Peterson et al. (1991) are

generally consistent with the prediction based on the bedload index.

It must be pointed out, however, that more data on the sand volumes of littoral

cells are needed in order to further test this hypothesis. The available data of sand

volumes is not satisfactory in that there is essential no river supply to the Beverly

Beach cell and the sand volume reported for the Newport cells has been reinterpreted

in this study. In the Newport cell Peterson et al. (1991) found that there is abundant

sand despite the early study of Kuim and Byrne (1966) having shown that the Yaquina

River is very effective in trapping river and beach sands (HR = 36). Peterson et al.

concluded that most of the sand came from cliff erosion of the coastal terraces.

However, a closer examination of their data demonstrated that the calculation for the

sand volume in the Newport cell is dominated by a particular measurement to the south

of the Newport jetties, where sediment accumulation is expected due to jetty blockage.

This beach represents only 14% of the length of the littoral cell, but accounts for 73% of

the total sand volume of that cell. Therefore, redistribution of beach sands along the

Newport cell rather than cliff supply may be the main cause to the large sand volume

measured by Peterson et al. (1991). Recalculation of the sand volume within the

Newport ceO. excluding this jetty-affected measurement, reduces the normalized sand

volume from 627 m3 to 195 m3.

The combined effects of the differential uplift control the severity of the regional

erosion along the Oregon coast. On the southern coast, greater land uplift and

abundant sediment supplies to the beaches have largely eliminated serious erosion
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problems. In his study of Oregon coast erosion, Stembridge (1975) stated that: "There

are no rapidly retrograding shore sections anywhere south of Newport." In contrast,

many erosion events have occurred on the coast north of Newport, including the

erosion of Bayocean Spit (Terich and Komar, 1974), Siletz Spit (Komar 1983),

Nestucca Spit (Komar, 1978), and Netarts Spit (Komar et al., 1988). In general, the

along-coast pattern of sea cliff-erosion is similar to the beach erosion, although local

processes could still influence individual cliff recession regardless of the rate of land

uplift.

SUBDUCTION EARThQUAKES

It is apparent that the along-coast difference in tectonic uplift versus changing

levels of the sea deduced form Figure 3-5a will be extremely important to spatial

patterns of coastal erosion. However, potentially more dramatic would be the effects of

earthquakes on the stability of the sea cliffs. Ground shaking during a strong

earthquake increases the shearing stresses along the potential surfaces of sliding and

therefore can trigger landsildes (Terzaghi, 1950). Tsunamis associated with

earthquakes that occur in the Pacific Ocean can also cause significant damage to the

Oregon coast. Earthquake activity is generally associated wit. subduction zones such

as that in the Pacific Northwest, seismic events formed by the plates scraping together

as the oceanic plate slides beneath the continental plate. The Pacific Northwest coast

is anomalous in that respect in that there have been no historic earthquakes which can

be attributed to plate subduction. However, recent evidere suggests that the plates

are temporarily locked together and that the 200-year historical record of the Pacific

Northwest is too short to establish whether earthquakes do accompany subduction.

This evidence has come from investigations of estua,tne marsltr. sediments buried by

sand layers, deposits which suggest that during prehistoric times extreme tsunamis

associated with subduction earthquakes have swept er the area to deposit the sand
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(Atwater, 1987; Danenzo and Peterson, 1990; Atwater and Yamaguchi, 1991). Based

on the numbers of such layers found in Willapa Bay, Washington, and Netarts Bay,

Oregon, it has been estimated that catastrophic earthquakes have occurred at least six

times in the past 4,000 years, at intervals ranging from 300 to 1,000 years. The last

recorded event took place about 300 years ago. There is evidence other than that

found in marsh deposits which also supports the occurrence of prehistoric earthquakes.

Adams (1990) studied turbidite deposits offshore from Astoria and Cape Blanco, and

postulated that during the last 7,000 years earthquakes have triggered submarine

landslides and deposited 13 sequences of turbidites. The last earthquake occurred

300 years ago, consistent with the youngest subsidence event on the Washington

coast determined by Atwater (1987) from the marsh sediments. This evidence strongly

suggests that major subduction earthquakes do occur along the Pacific Northwest

coast, but with long periods of inactivity between. Of relevance to sea-cliff erosion is

that an earthquake releases strain built up by subduction. Some areas of the coast

may drop by 1 to 2 meters during the release, while other areas undergo minimal

subsidence (Atwater, 1987; Darienzo and Peterson, 1990). The strain accumulates

between earthquake events, and this produces a general uplift of the coast as recorded

by the geodetic surveys and tide gauges.

In summary, during aseismic intervals on the Pacific Northwest coast, periods

lasting for hundreds of years, the accumulation of strain associated with plate

subduction causes the Oregon coast to tectonically rise but not at a uniform rate

(Figure 3-5a). The rare seismic event releases the accumulated strain and produces

an abrupt subsidence of major portions of the coast. The degree of subsidence is likely

also highly variable along the coast. To a first order, one might expect that the patterns

of sea cliff erosion along the Oregon coast would reflect the tectonic effects of

differential uplift interrupted by abrupt subsidence. That first-order coast-wide pattern



would of course be locally affected by second-order effects such as the ability of the

beach to act as a buffer between the attacking waves and sea cliffs.

SEA-CLIFF EROSION AT SPECIFIC SITES

Study Sites

The cliff erosion problems are more severe on the northern Oregon coast due to

the lower rate of tectonic uplift. Therefore, most of littoral cells located in this section of

the coast were selected for site-specific investigations. Study methods include

documenting beach and sea cliff morphology, grain-size analyses of beach sands, and

ground observations. From north to south, Figure 3-7, the littoral cells included in this

study are:

Cannon Beach cell: The stretch of sea cliff backing the beach between

Tillamook Head and Cape Falcon: This cell includes the communities of

Cannon Beach and Arch Cape. Much of the cliff consists of debris from

ancient landslides and alluvial slopes of the adjacent Coast Range. Cliff

recession is minimal, occurring locally due to ground-water seepage. There

is no evidence for direct wave attack having occurred in recent years.

Rockaway cell: This cell consists mainly of Nehalem and Bayocean Spits,

and the dune-backed shore in between. Sea cliffs are found only at the far

north and south, close to the headlands. Cliff recession has been negligible,

except to the south of Bayocean Spit where it occurred early this century in

response to jetty construction on the inlet to Tillamook Bay (Terich and

Komar, 1974)

Netarts cell: The littoral cell between Cape Meares and Cape Lookout. Most

of this cell is occupied by Netarts Spit, but stretches of sea cliff backing

beaches exist along the north and south portions of the cell. Cliff recession

was minimal prior to 1982, but the exceptional wave conditions associated

36
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with the 1982-1983 El Niño induced erosion of the sea cliff south of the Spit

as well as attacking the Spit itself (Komar et aL, 1988). Cliff erosion has not

taken place along the northern half of the ceH within historic times.

Sand Lake cell: The littoral cell between Cape Lookout and Cape Kiwanda.

There is minimal development with only a few houses along the southern half

of the cell, and no significant sea-cliff erosion.

Lincoln City cell: The littoral cell between Cascade Head and the

Government Point portion of Cape Foulweather. Development is high,

including the communities of Lincoln City, Gleneden Beach and Lincoln

Beach. High cliffs of Pleistocene terrace sands back the beach over much of

its length. Cliff erosion is locally significant and represents a management

problem due to the concentrated development along the bluff edge.

Beverly Beach cell: Cape Foutweather south to Yaquina Head. Steep cliffs

are cut into Tertiary mudstones that are susceptible to landsliding. Homes

and the coastal Highway 101 are affected by the cliff recession and

instability.

Newport cell: Yaquina Head south to Cape Perpetua. Large-scale landslides

have occurred in the Tertiary mudstones of the Newport area. Cliff recession

is otherwise small.

In addition to investigating cliff erosion within these littoral cells on the northern-Oregon

coast, site-specific problems along the southern half of the coast have also been

examined. Most noteworthy of these site specific studies of Cliff erosion and related

problems was an investigation of the erosion potential at Bandon, Figure 3-1 (Komar et

aL, 1991).
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Beach Profiles and Sand Sizes

Field surveys of beach and cliff morphology were carried out in the summer of

1991. A laser-beam total station OMNI was employed in the surveys. Beach sand

samples were also taken during the times of field surveys. A series of sub-samples

from the beachface along the entire cross-shore profile were collected using a plastic

film container for each site during low tide. These samples were combined to form a

composite sample in order to eliminate the effects of local cross-shore sorting (Komar,

et al., 1989). Location of the investigated sites are denoted by crosses in Figure 3-7.

The beaches within the littoral cells of the northern half of the Oregon coast are

typically composed of well-sorted fine beach sand and have gentle slopes. In a few

locations there are gravel beaches, particularly near the headlands and within the small

pocket beaches. Table 3-2 lists the grain-size parameters and the slopes of beaches

and sea cliffs obtained from the field investigations, and shows that they are similar

from cell to cell. This similarity is attributed to their common physical background and

comparable sources of littoral sediments.

Table 3-2. Grain-size parameters, beach slopes, and sea-cliff slopes of six littoral

cells on the northern half of the Oregon coast. Data collected in
summer 1991.

Littoral Cell
mm

Median Sorting Coefficient Beach Slope

4

Sea-Cliff Slope

Cape Arch 0.24 2.08 0.049 0.04

Manzanita 0.24 2.07 0.046 0.04

Oceanside 0.23 2.11 0.072 0.02 0.97

Sand Lake 0.31 1.67 0.027 0.03 0.72

Beverly Beach 0.25 2.00 0.097 0.05 0.69

Newport 0.20 2.30 0.067
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More variable are the morphologies and elevations of the sea cliffs within the

littoral cells. Because of the high variability and difficulty in obtaining complete cliff

profiles during field survey, only four cliff profiles, Figure 3-8, have been surveyed for

this study. The cliffs vary in elevation, ranging from 6 to 13 meters, but are of similar

slope, smaller than 45 degrees. Talus accumulation at the cliff toe and vegetation

cover on these sea cliffs are also common, further indicating that there is limited marine

erosion at the present time. Most of the sea cliffs on this stretch of coast can be

classified as inactive sea cliffs according to the scheme of Emery and Kuhn (1982).

Another indication of the absence of active marine erosion is from the slope of the talus

cover. Emery and Kuhn (1982) also proposed that the base of an inactive sea cliff is

covered

by talus having slope of about 25° to 300. Beach profiles extending from the cliff base

to low-tide line within five littoral cells, Figure 3-9, show the extensive talus cover at the

0 4 8 12 16 20

Distance Landward (M)

Figure 3-8. Sea-cliff profiles from sites within four littoral cells, the profile vary in

height but are of similar slope.
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Figure 3-9. Beach profiles of five littoral cells on the north-central Oregon coast. Sharp

slope breaks near the sea cliffs represent talus cover. 10 times vertical

exaggeration.
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cliff base, particularly at Cape Arch and Oceanside. The beach morphologies are also

similar, with gentle plane profiles. The overall similarity of these beaches along the

northern half of the Oregon coast reflects the similarity in the marine erosion processes;

i.e., the sea cliffs are now well protected by wide dissipative beaches and there is no

active marine erosion on most beaches. Variations in sea cliff erosion are mostly due

to differences in subaerial processes, compositions of sea cliffs, and other processes

unique to individual cells.

The Effects of Differential Uplift on Sea-Cliff Erosion

The degrees of cliff erosion noted above for the series of littoral cells are based

primarily on qualitative assessments. Direct evidence is provided by the degree of

vegetation cover, the quantity of accumulated talus fronting the cliff, and the

occurrence or absence of wave attack in recent years, For example, the bluffs and

talus in the Cannon Beach cell are well vegetated, Figure 3-10 (Top), as are the bluffs

fronting Bandon on the south coast, Figure 3-10 (Bottom). There have been no

occurrences of significant wave removal of the talus or any direct wave attack of the

cliff, evident in aerial photographs dating back to 1939. What little bluff retreat has

occurred, has been in response to groundwater seepage. This contrasts with sea cliffs

in the Lincoln City and Beverly Beach cells, Figure 3-10 (Middle), where there have

been frequent episodes of wave removal of the accumulated talus and in some cases

directly attacking the cliff itself.

Preliminary analyses utilizing sequences of aerial photographs to obtain

quantitative measurements of long-term cliff recession rates have been attempted, but

these have not been particularly successful even in areas of the Beverly Beach and

Lincoln City cells that are known to have experienced wave attack in recent years. The

analyses have centered on the Taft area of Lincoln City, an area that eroded during the

winter of 1978 (discussed below). Extensive photographic coverage is available, with



Figure 3-10. The sea cliffs within the Cannon Beach cell (Top) on the northern

Oregon coast (Fig 3-6), within the Lincoln City and Beverly Beach

cells (Middle), and at Bandon on the south coast (Bottom).
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the oldest photographs dating back to 1939. However, even in the Taft area that was

thought to represent significant cliff recession, the long-term erosion rate has not been

accurately determined. The photographs do show episodes of talus removal followed

by decades of accumulation, but recession of the cliff edge has been too small to

accurately measure with aerial photographs. In a few locations the retreat has been

dramatic as rip-current embayments reached the base of the cliff and allowed the direct

attack of waves, at least for a few days (discussed below). That erosion is measurable

on aerial photographs, but it is local and extremely episodic, and in the long term still

represents a small rate of recession. This opens to question the rates determined for

Lincoln County by Smith (1978) based on aerial photographs. She placed the county-

wide average at 6 rn of erosion between 1939 and 1973, an average rate of 18 cm/yr.

Although it is clear from the cliff morphology and periodic removal of talus by waves

that sea cliff erosion is occurring in the Lincoln City cell, the rates of recession are

certainly much smaller than reported by Smith.

Another factor that makes it difficult to use aerial photographs to measure cliff

recession along the Oregon coast is the mass movement of the cliff itself. In the

Beverly Beach and Newport littoral cells, the sea cliffs consist mainly of Tertiary

mudstones. In some areas large blocks, several acres in extent, are slowly moving

intact toward the sea, being displaced by only 10 to 20 cm per year. As a block slowly

slides toward the ocean, wave erosion cuts back its seaward edge at just about the

same rate. Although bluff erosion is occurring locally in these slide areas and homes

slowly shift toward the cliff edge, the cliff line itself remains approximately stationary in

position as viewed in an aerial photograph.

Although assessments of the degree of cliff erosion are qualitative, it is still readily

apparent that there are different degrees of retreat in the eight littoral cells involved in

this study, from a maximum in the Lincoln City and Beverly Beach cells to essentially
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none in the Cannon Beach cell. It appears that this along-coast spatial variability is in

part associated with the large-scale pattern of coastal uplift versus global rise in sea

level analyzed in Figure 3-5a. The portion of coast containing the Lincoln City and

Beverly Beach cells is expenencing some degree of relative sea-level rise, while of the

eight cells involved in our study, the Cannon Beach cell at the far north is experiencing

the greatest uplift relative to the rising sea. Therefore, there is a rough first-order

parallelism between the extent of cliff erosion and relative sea-level change. Of

particular interest is the minimal erosion in historic times of sea cliffs within the Cannon

Beach cell, the northern-most cell. What little cliff retreat exists is associated with

ground-water seepage, direct wave attack of cliffs backing the beach having been

almost nonexistent and accounting for little or no erosion. Yet the steepness of the cliff

and its alongshore uniformity without appreciable degradation by subaerial processes

suggests that the cliff has experienced wave erosion in the not-too-distant past (Figure

3-10, Top). This condition is still more evident at Bandon on the south coast (Figure 3-

10, Bottom), where in addition to the steep cliff backing the beach a number of stacks

exist in the immediate offshore, many having flat tops which continue the level of the

marine terrace (Komar et al., 1991). The interpretation of both the Cannon Beach cell

and the Bandon Area is that cliff erosion occurred following the last major subduction

earthquake 300 years ago, an event that likely resulted in the abrupt subsidence of

these areas. However, the subsequent aseismic uplift has progressively diminished the

cliff erosion, to the point where it has essentially ceased in the Cannon Beach cell and

at Bandon. The other littoral cells likely also experienced subsidence followed by uplift,

but their rates of subsequent uplift have been insufficient relative to global rise in sea

level to completely halt the continued cliff erosion.
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Local Controls and Other Important Factors

Although there is a first-order pattern of cliff-recession variability along the length

of the Oregon coast that parallels the tectonic uplift versus sea-level rise, there is a

great deal of more local variability (spatial and temporal) that must be explained by

other factors. These factors include the overall ability of the fronting beach to act as a

buffer between the waves and cliffs, beach processes such as run-up and erosion

within rip-current embayments, and the compositions of the cliff materials. These local

factors can be viewed as second-order controls that are superimposed on the first-

order variability determined by tectonic and sea level effects.

The importance of cliff composition is apparent in the Newport and Beverly Beach

cells, where the cliffs consist mainly of Tertiary mudstone. These depàsits locally dip

seaward at 30 degrees in the Nye Beach area of Newport, producing the major Jump-

Off Joe landslide (Sayre and Komar, 1988). The first movement on that slide occurred

in 1942 and involved 15 acres and destroyed 15 homes. Other nearby slides were

prehistoric in their initiation, but continue to move and expand so they have

progressively affected more property. Cliff recession in the Newport area mainly occurs

at the toes of the active landslides. Bluff retreat in non-landslide areas is otherwise

small, evident in comparisons between the modem cliff and that seen in old ground

photographs taken as much as a century ago. Landsfiding is also important in the

Beverly Beach cell, but is less catastrophic and rapid compared with that in the Newport

cell. This difference probably results because the seaward dips of the Tertiary

mudstones are at lower angles in the Beverly Beach cell. Landsliding at the southern

end of the Beverly Beach cell, just north of Yaquina Head, involves a slow mass

movement and disruption of a large area. Although the annual movement is small, a

recent attempt to develop the site led to the wholescale destruction of roads and

sewers.
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Landsliding has also been important in the Cannon Beach cell where the cliff

material consists of muddy alluvium and ancient debris flows. Major efforts have been

made to control these slides (drainage, etc.) since they affect the main coastal

highway. These efforts have reduced the impacts in recent years. Landslides have not

been a significant problem in the other littoral cells. The cliffs in the Lincoln City cell are

composed entirely of Pleistocene terrace sand, and these fail by small-scale vertical fall

rather than developing large-scale slides typical of the Tertiary mudstones.

An interesting pattern of spatial variability in beach and cliff erosion developed during

the 1982-1983 El Niño and persisted for several years thereafter. That El Niño year

was characterized by unusually severe storms and enhanced water levels due to a

coastally-trapped sea-level "wave" (Komar, 1986; Komar et al., 1988). Also important

was that the storm centers crossed the coast far to the south in California, and this

resulted in a strong northward transport of sand within the littoral cells. There is

generally a long-term equilibrium between the north and south sand movements within

the pocket beaches of the cefls, yielding an effectively zero net littoral drift (Komar et

al., 1976). This equilibrium was upset during the 1982-1983 El Niño when strong

waves approached the Oregon coast from a more southwesterly direction and

produced an enhanced northward sand transport. The resulting effect was one of sand

erosion at the south end of each littoral cell, and deposition at the north. This can be

viewed as the reorientation of the pocket beach within the cell to face the waves

arriving from the southwest, or as any one headland acting like a jetty so that it blocks

sand on its south and causes erosion to its immediate north. This pattern is illustrated

in Figure 3-11 for the beaches north and south of Yaquina Head, respectively in the

Beverly Beach and Newport littoral cells. Within the Beverly Beach cell, the beach was

denuded of sand at its south end (Figure 3-11, Uppe,) and cliff erosion ensued due to

the lack of any buffer, while at the same time sand accumulated and widened the



Figure 3-11. Erosion and accretion, respectively to the north and south sides of

Yaquina Head during the 1982-1 983 El Niño due to an abnormally

extreme annual littoral drift to the north.
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beach at the north end of the Newport littoral cell to provide a strong buffer and

protection from wave attack. The large sand accumulation at the north end of the

Newport cell, south of Yaquina Head, is seen in Figure 3-11 (Lower). This was the

pattern in most of the littoral cells during the 1982-83 El Niño, and persisted for several

years thereafter until sand was able to drift back to the south under the normal wave

regime.

There are other complicating factors that may control the erosion of sea cliffs

along the Oregon coast. One is the presence of drift log accumulations on the beach

berm which might enhance the protection from wave attack. Examination of the

potential role of drift logs has centered mainly on the Taft area of Lincoln City, the

stretch of beach immediately north of the inlet to Siletz Bay (Figure 4-1). Taft beach

tends to accumulate large quantities of logs, so much so that its recreational uses are

affected (Figure 3-12). For this reason, in 1976 the state permitted removal of a

significant portion of the logs from that beach. During the winter of 1977-78, the first

episode of cliff erosion in many years took place at Taft. Since that erosion, logs have

retumed to this beach and there has been no subsequent erosion. However, this

evidence for the inducement of erosion by log removal is circumstantial, and

questionable in view of the fact that erosion also took place during that 1978 storm at

other locations where logs had not been removed from the beach (Komar, 1978).

Most of the efforts in field investigation have centered on the Lincoln City cell.

This cell is of particular interest due to the extensive development along this stretch of

coast and the associated management problems. The results of the field study within

the Lincoln City cell are presented in Chapter 4.



Figure 3-12. (Uppe,) The large accumulation of logs on Taft beach within

the Lindon City cell, which may have offered some protection

to the cliff from wave attack. (Lowe,) The erosion during the

spnng 1978 after the logs had been removed.



SUMMARY

The tectonic setting and sea-level history during the late Pleistocene are

important to the evolution of the coastal environment of Oregon, including the formation

of littoral cells and uplifted marine terraces. There is a systematic first-order spatial

variation along the full length of the coast that reflects the north-to-south pattern of

tectonic uplift versus sea-level rise, that documented in Figure 3-5a. This differential

uplift also indirectly affects the beach sand volumes that serve as a buffer between the

attacking waves and sea cliffs within individual littoral cells. Uplift exceeds the sea-

level rise along the southern half of the coast, and in the very northern portion near the

border with Washington; sea-cliff erosion is small to negligible in those areas, and what

little exists is due largely to groundwater seepage and other subaerial processes rather

than resulting from marine erosion processes. The global rise in sea level exceeds the

tectonic uplift in the north-central portion of the coast, and cliff erosion there is more

significant and represents a management problem. In this stretch of coast there is a

considerable small-scale spatial and temporal variability, a second-order level of

variation in cliff recession. A number of factors that account for this variability have

been identified. Of particular importance is the overall buffering ability of the beach to

protect the sea cliffs from direct wave attack. Chapters 4 and 5 will examine the

processes involved in sea-cliff erosion due to an inadequate beach buffer.
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Chapter 4

SEA-CLIFF EROSION AND SEDIMENT DISPERSION IN
THE LINCOLN CITY CELL

INTRODUCTION

The 24-km long Lincoln City, Figure 4-1, is bounded by pronounced headlands,

Cascade Head and Government Point. This littoral cell has the highest rate of relative

sea-level rise on the Oregon coast (Figure 3-4a). Consequently, the cell has

experienced more erosion problems than other areas along the coast. The problem of

sea-diff erosion is particularly important because of the extensive development atop

the cliff, with many homes being threatened by the bluff retreat. Sea cliffs backing the

beach vary in height from 6 to 30 meters, and extend for most of the length of the

littoral cell. The cliffs are composed entirely of late-Pleistocene sands having low

resistant strength, and tend to erode uniformly with minimal development of landsliding.

Rip-current embayments and wave undercutting during rna.ior storms are important

causes of sea-cliff erosion. These episodic events account for most of the cliff

recession. Other factors such as direct rain wash and ground water seepage also

contribute to the sea-cliff retreat.

One unique feature of the Lincoln City cell makes it scientifically interesting with

respect to investigations of sea-cliff erosion - there is a marked longshore variation in

beach-sand grain sizes, and this produces longshore changes in beach morphology, in

the nearshore processes, and in the resulting erosion of the sea cliffs. Early

investigations by Twenhofel (1946) and our field observations suggest that the sea

cliffs supply coarse-grained sediments to the beach. Of interest are the movements

and mixing of different grain-sizes, and questions as to why dIspersion under the

intensive wave action has not succeeded in homogenizing the beach sands to

eliminate Iongshore variations. The assessment of how imp nt the overall cliff-
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supply is in accounting for the existing beach sands within the cell is also of practical

importance. Previous study (Komar, 1983) has indicated that sediment eroded from

sea cliffs is an important source of beach sand in this littoral cell. Many residents have

installed riprap revetments and seawalls along the cliff toe to prevent the lost of their

properties. Currently, more than 40% of the coast within the Lincoln City cell is

protected by such structures (Good, 1991). If the trend of installing more shore

protection structures continues, it can be expected that they will cut off future supplies

of cliff sand to the beach, resulting in lowered beach profiles and their capacity to buffer

coastal properties from wave attack.

This chapter presents the results of a detailed study of the grain-size distributions

of beach and cliff sediments, the beach profile changes, and an assessment of the

long-term sediment budget within the Lincoln City cell. The principal focus is on the

source and dispersal pattern of the coarse-grained sand. This is approached by

dissecting the multimodal grain-size distributions into mixtures of normally-distributed

sand populations. It has been determined that cliff-supplied coarse sands govern the

beach profile changes which are very important in controlling the processes of sea-cliff

erosion.

PHYSiCAL BACKGROUND

Sea Cliffs

Sea cliffs account for approximately 70% of the landforms backing the beaches

within the Lincoln City cell. The Siletz River and Spit separate two major segments of

sea cliffs, Gleneden Beach to the south and the extensive development of sea cliffs

from Taft to Roads End in the north (Figure 4-1). There is also a short stretch of sea

cliff adjacent to Fogarty Creek at the far south end of the cell. An uplifted marine

terrace, late Pleistocene in age, forms the crest of these sea cliffs. Many small coastal

drainages cut into the cliffs, so there are significant variations in the elevations of the
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cliffs. The stratigraphy, vegetation cover, and slope of the sea cliff also vary along the

length of the cell. Sea cliffs south of Siletz Sptt are mostly composed of gravel and

sand beach deposits, and have minimal vegetation cover. The sedimentary structures

are similar to those in the terrace deposits along the southern Oregon coast (Clifton et

al., 1971). The terrace sands in Gleneden Beach consist of a series of cross-bedded

gravel and sand layers ovetlain by well sorted horizontal sand layers. A local fold

controls the dipping of the strata such that the gravel and sand layers dip toward Siletz

Bay. The exposure of these gravely and sand layers thus are limited to the south of

Siletz Bay. The sea cliffs north of Taft are higher (up to 30 rn) than the southern cliffs,

and are composed of well-sorted ancient dune deposits overlain by ancient and

modern soil horizons. Shore protection structures such as sea walls and riprap

revetments covered with beach grass often alter the natural morphology of the sea cliff.

Therefore, caution must be taken in using the degree of vegetation cover and profile

development as a reliable indicator of the severity of cliff erosion as suggested by

Emery and Kuhn (1982). The similar lithology within each segment of sea cliff implies

that the bluff must retreat parallel to the shoreline so that their long-term rate of

recession must also be similar. However, isolated erosion episodes have caused rapid

cliff recession in certain locations, and the rate and pattern of this short-term recession

are highly variable.

Previous assessments of long term sea-cliff erosion rates for the Lincoln City cell

range from 10 cm/year (Dicken, 1961; Stembridge, 1975 to 20 cm/year (Smith, 1978).

These estimates were based on analyses of historical aerial photographs. Stembridge

(1975) compared two sequences of aerial photographs (1939 and 1971) to estimate the

coastal erosion rates along the Oregon coast. Smith (1978) employed a Zoom Transfer

Scope in analyzing 1939, 1959 and 1973 aerial photographs to assess erosion rates in

Lincoln County. Reliable measurements of cliff recession rates, however, are very

difficult. Vegetation cover on the sea cliffs tends to obscure the small changes in
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topography resulting from cliff-top retreat. In addition, there are many potential

photogrammetnc errors associated with measuring such short distances in small scale

photos (Anders and Bymes, 1991). Therefore, these studies only provide broad

estimates, categorizing the erosion as "slight", "moderate" and "severe", together with

and a rough correlation with rock compositions of the sea cliffs. These studies did not

detect any significant difference in the long-term rates of cliff recession between the

two major segments of sea cliffs within the Lincoln City cell.

Beaches and Sand Sources

The beach from Fishing Rock to the headland of Roads End is approximately 20

km in length. No major headland is present to prevent longshore movement of beach

sand, so active mixing of different sand sizes is possible. There are pocket beaches at

Fogarty Creek south of Fishing Rock, and at the Salmon River on the north, where

small headlands may reduce the longshore exchange of beach sand. The beaches of

the Lincoln City cell are unique in that there is a marked longshore variation in the

coarseness of the beach sand. The sand is coarsest immediately north of Gleneden

Beach, and decreases somewhat toward the south but particularly toward the north

where the sand is finest in the area of Roads Ends. The beach morphology reflects the

grain-size changes, with the coarse-grained beach at Gleneden Beach being a steep

reflective beach for most of the year while the beach at Road Ends has a low slope and

is highly dissipative with a wide surf zone.

Twenhofel (1946) first reported the presence of the unusually coarse sands in the

area of Gleneden Beach. The study included analyses of mineralogical composition

and sizes of beach samples taken along the cell. His work led him to recognize that the

source for coarse beach sand is from sea cliff erosion. He stated: "So much sand is

brought from the cliffs to the south that the shore current are unable to carry it away."

Later investigations by Dicken (1961) compared the median diameter of Gleneden
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Beach sand with that analyzed by Twenhofel (1946), and found that it had in effect

remained unchanged (about 0.5 mm).

Other possible sand sources include from the Siletz River and the on-shore

transport of shelf sands. The Siletz estuary mostly contains very fine sediment, and is

presently trapping both river and beach sands (Peterson, 1984b). Therefore it4s

contribution to the sand budget in the Lincoln City cell is questionable, and the bay may

actually represent a sink for the beach sand (Komar, 1983). The importance of a shelf

sand source is less clear; some sand on the present beach may have come from the

shelf as the beaches migrated landward with the sea level rise. Such migration

involves time scales of thousands of years, thus the amount is very small if considered

on a yearly basis. There have been suggestions that beach sands may be presently

permanently lost offshore due to sea level rise. Stembridge (1975) reported that local

resident of Gleneden Beach have witnessed a large decrease in the size of the beach

over the years. However, aerial photos spanning more than fifty years do not support

this observation.

Waves and Tides

Wave breaker heights average about 4 m during the winter, with individual storms

generating 7-rn significant wave breaker heights. During summer, wave breaker

heights average about 2 m (Kornar, et al., 1976). The offshore bathymetry in the

studied area is simple and basically parallels the shoreline so spatial differences of

wave energy due to wave refraction are negligible. Analyses of tide records obtained

at Yaquina Bay and Depoe Bay (immediately south of the studied area, Figure 4-1)

indicate that tide conditions are similar for these two locations (Pittock, personal

communication). Therefore tide records obtained from Newport can be used to

represent the tide condition in the Lincoln City cell; the average tidal range is 2.5 m. As
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a result, beach morphology changes rapidly even during a single tidal cycle under the

combined effects of the large changes in tide levels and the strong wave energy.

Nearshore Currents and Sediment Transport

The prevailing wave direction is from the southwest during the winter and from the

northeast during summer. As a result, there is a seasonal reversal in the direction of

littoral drift; north in the winter and south during the summer. The net littoral drift is the

difference between these north and southward sand movements. Along most of the

Oregon coast, this net drift is essentially zero, at least if averaged over a number of

years. This is demonstrated by the absence of continuous accumulation of sand on

one side of jetties or rocky headlands, with erosion on what would be the downdrift side

(Komar et al., 1976). The equilibrium between the north and south sand movements

was upset during the 1982-83 El Niño due to the southward displacement of the storm

systems and the disparity of wave energy between winter storms and summer swells.

METHODS

Beach sites

Sediment size analyses and beach profile surveys are the principal methods of

investigation in this study. Twelve beach sites were selected along the length of the cell

in order to document the beach morphologies and how they change with beach-sand

sizes (Figure 4-1). Most survey sites are located near beach access points.

Engineering structures and stream run-off were avoided whenever possible. The sites

are numbered 0 through 10 from Fogarty Creek State Park northward to Roads End

(Table 4-1). Beach-profile surveys of most beach sites were obtained regularly during

the course of the field study to document the changes in beach morphology. The

isolated Salmon River site (11) was visited only once during the summer of 1991 in

order to collect a beach sample; no beach profile was taken there.



* Universal Traverse Mercator coordinate.

Similar to the sampling of beach sands, composite samples of cliff sands were

obtained by combining sub-samples from each depositional unit on the cliff face.

However, sampling of cliff sands centered on the sites where there is extensive sea-cliff

development, in particular at Gleneden Beach (sites 2-4) and 21st Street Beach (9).
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Grain-Size Analyses

Beach-sand samples were collected from sites 0-10 during July 1987 and January

1988, months which respectively represent winter and summer beach conditions. A

summer sample for Salmon River Beach (II) was later obtained in June 1991. A

series of sub-samples from the beachface along the entire cross-shore profile were

collected using a plastic film container during low tide. These samples were combined

to form composite samples in order to eliminate the effects of local cross-shore sorting

(Komar, et al., 1989). One composite sample was collected for each beach site; they

are coded as Os through I is (Summer) and Ow through lOw (Winter).

Table 4-1. Sites of investigation in the Lincoln City Littoral Cell.

Station NO. Name UTM* N-S Height of
sea cliff (m)

0 Fogarty Creek State Park 4965800 7

1 Willow Street 4966700 2.5
2 Sea and Sand RV Park 4967750 5

3 Gleneden Beach State Park 4969180 6-20
4 Siletz Spit South 4971850 Dune
5 Siletz Spit North 4974300 Dune

6 Taft Beach 4975650 22
7 35th. St. (South Lincoln City) 4976690 4- 15
8 D-River Beach 4979450 4 -20
9 21st. St. (North Lincoln City) 4980990 26

10 Roads End State Park 4984250 3 -26
11 Salmon River 4987900 Dune
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When more than one cliff sample was taken from a particular beach site (e.g. on the

Gleneden Beach), they are coded as 3c-1, 3c-2, and 3c-3 from south to north.

Alt of the samples were washed and dried, and then sieved using standard 20-cm

diameter sieves having 1/4 4) intervals. The samples were sieved for 15 minutes on a

Ro-Tap shaker. Due to the presence of coarse grains (>1 cm) in many sediment

samples, care was taken in choosing the appropriate sample size. The size must be

"large" relative to the largest grain size present in order to yield statistically meaningful

results. Sample sizes were determined based on the curve constructed by Coates

(in Lewis, 1984). The samples averaged 500 grams for most of the coarse-grained

samples. There was initial concern that the large sample sizes would clog the sieve

openings and distort the size distribution. However, repeat sieving of one sample (4s)

with different sizes yielded essentially the same size distribution, proving that the

sample sizes used here are appropriate. The detailed procedures of the sieving

analyses followed those suggested by sedimentology textbooks such as that of Lewis

(1984).

Beach Profile Surveys

Beach profile surveys were conducted on eleven beaches (0 through 10) during

July 1987 and January 1988. These profiles represent the storm and swell beach

profiles (Komar, 1976). A laser-beam total station OMNI was employed in the surveys.

Surveys were typically undertaken during low tides and extended as far offshore as

possible. Each beach site was marked by a wooden stake located at the base of the

cliff. The top of the stake served as a reference level for the beach profiles. In addition

to the semi-annual survey, Gleneden Beach (3) and 21st Street Beach (9) were re-

visited monthly for two years to study in detail the successive profile changes. Profiles

of these two beaches were tied to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) by a

field survey undertaken by Jim Tait and Paula Pitts in the summer of 1989. During the



first year, only one cross-shore profile on each beach was surveyed. The following

year, from July 1988 to June 1989, six profiles spaced at 30 meters apart were

surveyed on these two beaches so that 3-dimensional changes in beach morphology

Could be determined.

RESULTS OF GRAIN-SIZE ANALYSES

Longshore Variations in Grain-Size Parameters

The grain-size parameters determined from the sieve analyses of the sediment

samples can be used to infer the direction of littoral drift Early workers have found that

sand sizes decrease with increasing distance from the source on sandy beaches

(Pettijohn and Ridge, 1932). On many beaches, however, the opposite is often true

(e.g. Chesil Beach). The inference of direction of tongshore transport by grain-size

parameters can be improved if the sorting coefficient (standard deviation) is also

considered (Sunamura, 1972). Beach sands are better sorted (smaller sorting

coefficient) as they are transported away from the source. The sorting coefficient

decreases with increasing distance from the source regardless of the direction of grain-

size grading. Median and sorting coefficients of the size distributions of beach sand

samples were determined using the moment method (Table 4-2). Figure 4-2a and 4-2b

plot these grain-size parameters versus their relative longshore distances from south to

north. Both winter and summer beach sands follow similar trends, being coarser and

poorly sorted on Siletz Spit and decreasing in size and sorting coefficients both toward

the north and south. The beach sand at Fogarty Creek is the coarsest due to its

pocket-beach nature and the coarseness of the sediments in the sea duff. The data

from the winter samples are very scattered due to the strong mixing by winter storms.

Based on the assumption of progressive fining in the downdrift direction, the overall

result of the grain-size analyses, especially from the summer samples, indicates that

the source area is near the south end of Siletz Spit. in the area of Gleneden Beach.
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Table 4-2. Grain-size parameters of the beach-sand samples.

Table 4-3. Grain-Size parameters of the cliff-sand samples
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Sample
NO.

Distance
(km)

Median (mm)
Summer Winter

Median (phi)
Summer Winter

Sorting (phi)
Summer Winter

0 0.5 1.62 1.02 -0.70 -0.03 0.97 0.61
1 1.5 0.37 0.35 1.45 1.53 0.53 0.34
2 2.6 0.38 0.53 1.40 0.92 0.57 0.62
3 4.4 0.42 0.33 1.25 1.61 0.67 0.31

4 6.8 0.47 0.44 1.10 1.17 0.81 0.79
5 9.4 0.44 0.50 1.20 1.01 0.68 0.87
6 10.6 0.39 0.29 1.35 1.76 0.58 0.25
7 11.7 0.37 0.33 1.45 1.58 0.39 0.37
8 14.5 0.34 0.30 1.55 1.74 0.36 0.28
9 16.0 0.33 0.28 1.60 1.83 0.36 0.30
10 19.6 0.29 0.29 1.80 1.79 0.40 0.46
11 23.4 0.27 1.91 0.19

Sample
NO.

Distance
(km)

Median
(mm) (phi)

Sorting
(phi)

Oc 0.5 0.51 0.97 1.91

2c 2.6 0.27 1.87 0.74
3c-1 3.6 0.35 1.51 0.57
3c-2 4.4 0.37 1.43 0.56
3c-3 4.9 0.32 1.63 0.40
4c-1 5.4 0.31 1.70 0.37
4c-2 5.8 0.26 1.96 0.32
6c 10.6 0.30 1.75 0.30
7c 11.7 0.31 1.70 0.36
8c 14.5 0.25 1.98 0.35
9c 16.0 0.27 1.88 0.34

lOc 19.0 0.28 1.84 0.47
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The inference of a beach-sand source in the Lincoln City cell cannot rely solely on

the analyses of beach sands, however. Sea cliffs constitute line sources and supply

sediments over the length of the cell. The grain-size parameters of cliff sands reflect

the nature of these sources (Table 4-3). Median sizes of sea cliff samples parallel

those of beach sands, but are finer than their beach sand counterparts overall

(Figure 4-2c). There is also an offset between the pattern of grain-size changes, the

coarsest beach sand being 2.5 km north of the coarsest cliff sands. The sorting

coefficients of the cliff sands decrease systematically toward the north (Figure 4-2d).

This reflects the changes in the spatial distribution of the gravel and sand layers

exposed on the cliff which is partly controlled by the local structure.

In summary, the grain-size analyses show that both the beach and cliff sands are

coarser near Gleneden Beach. The cliff sands are finer than the beach sands overall.

The similarity in grain-size grading between these sets of samples suggests that the

cliff supply exerts a strong influence on the sediment dispersal pattern along the study

area. Comparison with the grain-size study of Twenhofel (1946) further indicates that

the overall pattern of grain-size variations has remained the same over nearly a half

century, suggesting that the wave dispersion is not effective in mixing the beach sands.

Longshore Variations in Frequency Curves

Although Figure 4-2 shows the overall pattern of variations in grain-size

distributions of the sediments, grain-size parameters such as medians and sorting

coefficients cannot fully represent all the information contained in the size distribution,

especially if the distribution does not follow an ideal unimodal distribution. For

example, the standard deviation is not a meaningful parameter in describing the

spreading of a multimodal distribution. In contrast, histograms or frequency curves

contain all the information of a size-distribution. The frequency curve of a grain-size

distribution can be approximated by dividing weight percents of the size fractions by the
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sieve interval (1/4 4) in this study) This contrasts the small variations between size

fractions and therefore is useful in detecting the presence of modes within the

distribution. Such multimodal distributions often represent multiple sand sources and

can provide clues regarding sediment dispersal patterns. Various methods for the

derivation of frequency curves have been proposed. They range from graphical

differentiation (Krumbein, 1934) to mathematical approximation (Brotherhood and

Gnffiths, 1947). Here a numerical method similar to that of van Andel (1973) is used.

A cubic spline curve was fitted through the cumulative data points and differentiated to

yield the frequency curve. There are also other methods that employ more elaborate

techniques for fitting a spline curve (e.g. Middleton, 1990; Burger, 1976). These

methods are particularly useful in interpolating size data sieved with large sieve

intervals.

Figure 4-3 is a sequence of frequency curves for the summer sand samples,

arranged in the diagram from south (Is) to north (lOs). The size data are expressed

with the 4) scale, where 4) = - log2 (size in millimeters), so a negative 4) value represents

coarser grain sizes. Generally, samples south of Siletz Spit are poorly sorted and

coarser than the samples north of the Spit, a pattern that is similar to that seen in

Figure 4-2. The frequency curves also show a distinctive multi-mode nature of the size

distributions, particularly for samples south of Siletz Spit. The question may be raised

whether the presence of modes is real or an artifact of the analyzing technique. The

cumulative curves of the size data plotted on probability papers display points of

inflections for most samples, indicating their multi-mode nature and deviation from log-

normal distribution. The different modes in the distributions reflect the enrichment in

weight percent of a particular size fraction. This might be due to changes in the

numbers of grains or in the grain density due to mineralogical differences. For

example, the mode centered around 2.5 4) represents the enrichment of heavy minerals

in the samples near the north end of littoral cell (sample 8s-lOs). This pattern of heavy



Figure 4-3. Grain-size distributions of the summer beach samples.
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mineral enrichment is consistent with the pattern found by Peterson et aL (1985). The

nature of the multimodal distributions for samples in the south is more complicated. It

involves sands eroded from sea cliffs and subsequent wave dispersion. Their

frequency curves indicate that the samples are composed of discrete grain-size modes

and there is a systematic variation in the relative proportions of the various modes.

Dissection of Muftimodal Grain-Size Distributions

One method to quantify the relative proportions of the grain-size modes is to treat

the overall size distribution as mixtures of several sand populations, with each

population following an ideal distribution such as the log-normal distribution. Van Andel

(1973) has successfully applied this technique to trace the sediment dispersal pattern in

the Panama Basin. In that study he employed a mechanical curve resolver to dissect

the grain-size distributions into several component distributions. There are other

approaches, including analytical, graphic and numerical methods (see review in Clark,

1976) that have been used for similar applications. The size data in this study were

analyzed using a numerical method that models the overall grain-size distribution as the

summation of a series of component distribution, assuming that each component

distributions follows a normal distribution in the 4 scale, a distribution commonly used in

grain-size analyses and referred to as the log-normal distribution. The overall grain-

size distribution can be expressed as

f(x)a1Ø (x,p1,o)

a = I

where ci, is the proportion of the component distribution, n is the number of sand

populations, and b. is the normal distribution function given by
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with mean p1 and standard deviation a,. The numerical procedure involves entering an

initial guess for the proportions, means and standard deviations for n component

distributions, Iteration by a computer program then adjusts the parameters until the

difference between the observed size fractions and the ideal distribution f(x) is
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Figure 4-4. (Upper) The summation of five component distributions (dotted lines), each

represented by the proportion, mean and standard deviation, forming a

overall grain-size distribution (solid line). (Lowei) The observed (dashed

line) and the fitted (solid line) distribution are nearly identical,
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minimized. Figure 4-4 illustrates a result obtained by this dissection technique for one

particular beach sample. There is a total of 5 modes within the overall distributions,

each mode being represented by a proportion (area under each component distribution

divided by the total area under the overall distribution) and a normal distribution defined

by the mean and standard deviation (Figure 4-4a). There is only a minor difference

between the observed and fitted distribution for this particular sample (Figure 4-4b).

The observed frequency distribution can be exactly reproduced, however, if sufficient

component distributions are given. Typically, three to five component populations are

adequate to describe the overall size distribution for the data analyzed in this study.

There are two potential problems in applying this tethnique. First, differentiation of the

cumulative curve may introduce small artificial component distributions. Secondly, the

theoretical solution is not unique. Therefore the technique is best applied to size data

that are sieved in small intervals and show distinctive separations between individual

modes as seen in the summer samples.

The frequency curves for the summer beach samples, Figure 4-3, have been

analyzed using the size-distribution dissection technique. The result is shown in Figure

4-5. Means (data points) and standard deviations (error bars) of different modes are

plotted versus their sample locations. There are five principal modes within the data

set. These modes are of similar mean and standard deviations, particularly for modes

finer than 0.5 mm (1 4). The variation pattern of size distributions for the data set can

be interpreted as changes in the proportions of these five individual modes, each

representing a sand population of different origin. For example, the coarsest mode

represents the contribution of sediments from the gravel and sand deposits and the

finest mode reflects the concentration of heavy minerals. A detailed graphic

representation of the variation pattern for the five major modes within the summer

samples is provided in Figure 4-6, where the proportions of different modes are
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Figure 4-5. Mean (symbol) and standard deviation (error bar) of five component

distributions for the summer beach samples (Figure 4-3). The modes are

ranked according to their overall proportions in the data set.
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Figure 4-6. Histogram representation of the grain-size distributions for summer sands.
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graphed as histograms for each sample. Most variability of the size distributions can be

attributed to the variation in the coarser modes (mode 3 and 4). These modes account

for up to 18% of the overall distributions for all of the samples, and their systematic

variation along the length of the littoral cell controls the changes in overall size

distributions. Figure 4-7 shows the longshore variation in the proportion of mode 3 and

mode 4, and their summation. These patterns are similar to that of the median

changes seen in Figure 4-2a. Of particular interest is the distinctive shift between the

modes representing two different size populations. Mode 3 (population mean 0.8 mm)
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is dispersed further north than mode 4 (population mean 1.3 mm), suggesting a pattern

of selective sorting in the longshore direction. Also recall that the coarsest cliff sands

are from Gleneden Beach (Figure 4-2c), just south of the coarsest beach sands. The

finer mode has been transported further away from the source, indicating that the

coarser sands is more resistant to the longshore transport.

Comparison of Beach and Cliff Sands

The source of these coarse modes must be the sea cliffs along Gleneden Beach

where there are deposits of gravels and coarse sands within the cliff stratigraphy.

Grain-size distributions of the cliff samples were analyzed using the dissection

technique. Appendix 4 tabulates the results for cliff sands as welt as for all beach sand

samples. There are only two cliff samples (3c-1, 3c-2) having modes coarser than 0.5

mm (14)), and both samples were collected from Gleneden Beach. Of interest is that

the proportion of these coarse modes is very small for cliff samples, amounting to only

1-3%, in contrast to 3-18% found in the beach samples. The overall fineness of the cliff

sands raises questions as to how effective the beach processes have been in

winnowing the fine cliff materials.

The beach sands are coarser than the cliff sand due in part to the presence of

modem and ancient soil horizons composed of very fine sediments within the cliff

stratigraphy. Once eroded, these materials are too fine to stay on the beach due to

their low settling velocities, so they are transported offshore by waves. Repeat wave

action thus selectively enriches sediments yielding coarser (Le. higher settling

velocities) beach sands. The size-distribution comparison of beach and cliff samples,

Figure 4-8, indicates that the overall size distributions of cliff sands are toward higher 4)

values and hence finer in sizes than the beach sands. There also is a general similarity

in the shapes of size distributions between all the paired samples, suggesting that the

cliff-supplied sands exert a high degree of control on the characteristics of the beach



Figure 4-8. Comparisons of the frequency distributions of summer sands (solid

lines) with those of cliff sands (dashed lines).
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sands. Such similarity is best seen in samples collected from Gleneden Beach and

Taft Beach sites. On the former beach, it is caused by the overall coarseness of the

beach sand and their resistance to nearshore dispersion processes. On Taft Beach,

the drift log accumulations there may play an important role in sheltering the beach

sands from strong wave dispersion during the winter.

By comparing the size distributions between the beach and cliff sands, the

percentage of cliff sands remaining on the beach can also be estimated. This

estimation technique is demonstrated in Figure 4-9, with the cliff-sand histogram of

Roads End (Site 10) on the top and the beach-sand histogram below. By removing

some portion of finer sand fractions (shaded area) from the size distribution of the cliff

sand and recalculating the distribution of the remainingsand fractions, the distribution

of the adjacent beach sand can be approximated. For this set of samples, only 77% of

cliff sand is estimated to remain on the beach, the finer material that accounts for the

Table 4-4. Fractions of fine cliff-supplied sands lost to the sea.

Name NO % fines removed

Sea and Sand RV Park 2 52
Gleneden Beach State Park 3 14
Taft Beach 6 5
35th. St. (south Lincoln City) 7 26
D-River Beach 8 63
21st. St.(North Lincoln City) 9 43
Roads End State Park 10 23

Average 32%
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Figure 4-9. Estimation of fraction of finer cliff sands lost after they were deposited on

the beach of Roads End. (Upper) Original histogram of cliff sands and the
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derived from recalculating the remaining coarse part of the cliff sands.
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other 23% have been lost offshore. This estimation is based on the assumptions that

the amount of sediment derived from cliff erosion roughly makes up the required

sediment budget to maintain an equilibrium beach profile, and the effect of longshore

mixing can be averaged out if the beach and cliff size-distributions along the entire

length of the cell are considered. The first assumption wilt be furhter examined in the

sediment budget calculation. Table 4-4 lists the estimations of percentages of fine

sediment removed from the beach for all of the samples. On average, only 68% of the

cliff material still remains on the beach. However, there is a significant difference in

the fraction lost from one beach site to another in the Lincoln City cell, reflecting the

final result of both winnowing of fine sand offshore and Iongshore mixing. On the

Holdemess coast of England, only 33 % of the cliff material is compatible with the

beach sediment, where sea cliffs consisting of glacial tills are being rapidly eroded

(Manson and Hansom, 1989).

RESULTS OF BEACH MORPHOLOGY INVESTIGATIONS

Longshore Variations in Beach Morphology

The beach profile is controlled by the its sediment grain size and by the wave

conditions. The waves are fairly uniform within the Lincoln City cell and throughout the

north half of the Oregon coast. The variation in beach profile is mostly due to the

difference in beach sand-sizes, and therefore follows the same pattern of systematic

longshore changes. The beach profiles obtained during the field surveys of the summer

1988, Figure 4-10 (Solid lines), show a significant difference in steepness between

beaches in the south of the cell compared with those in the north. The beach

morphologies during the winter 1989, Figure 4-10 (dashed lines), however, were of

lower slope with concave upward profiles. The dependence of beach slope on beach

sand-size is shown in Figure 4-11. There is a overall correlation between the median of

the sand-size distribution and the beach slope; such a correlation also extends to the
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beaches in the other littoral cells on the north coast (Figure 4-11, squares). The

dependence of beach slope on beach sand size is more scattered for the summer data

(solid symbols) due to the large variation in beach morphologies. The beach at Fogarty

Creek State Park (11) does not show any significant seasonal change, similar to the

profiles of the very coarse-grained beach at Carmel, California observed by Dingier

(1981).
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Figure 4-11. Beach slope versus median grain size for all the beaches on the

north Oregon coast investigated in this study.

The seasonal change in beach sand volume can be calculated using these two

sets of beach profiles. For each pair of winter and summer profiles, the changes in

beach sand volumes were estimated from the area difference between the two profiles.

There are problems in assessing the volumetric change of beach sand because the
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winter profiles have smaller cross-shore extensions than do the summer profiles. The

total change of sand volume is likely to increase if the beach-profile surveys continued

further offshore. The volumetric changes are therefore divided by the cross-shore

extension of the winter profiles to obtain the normalized volumetric changes of beach

sand. The values derived here reflect only the beach change in the most landward

region fronting the sea cliff or the dune, representing the change in the overall elevation

of the beach profile and the beach4s buffering capacity. Table 4-5 provides the

information on beach slopes and the changes in sand volumes for the ten beach sites

(excluding the beach adjacent of Fogarty Creek). The volumetric change determined

for the ten beaches are graphed in Figure 4-12 versus the longshore locations of the

beaches. Again, the pattern of variation is simUarto the changes in beach sand-sizes.

The coarse-grained beaches in the mid-cell have larger seasonal changes in beach

volumes. In contrast, the beaches at the north end of Lincoln City (8-10) showed little

change in beach profiles. The different response of beach profiles can be explained by

the difference in sand sizes. Figure 4-13 shows that there is a good correlation

between the volumetric changes and medians of summer beach sands (r2 = 0.75, n =

10).

Table 4-5. Foreshore slopes and seasonal volumetric changes of the

investigated beaches.

NO Slope Volume Change
Summer-Winter (m3/m2)Summer Winter

0 0.099 0.i10 -0.088
1 0.041 0.064 0.480
2 0.086 0.061 0.670
3 0.087 0.061 1.290
4 0.056 0.017 1.300
5 0.099 0.059 0.850
6 0.097 0.055 0.570
7 0.085 0.033 0.820
8 0.018 0.040 0.130
9 0.018 0.044 0.170

10 0.017 0.051 0.230
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Monthly Beach Profile Changes

The beach profile surveys have focused on two beaches representing reflective

and dissipative beaches with monthly surveys for two years. One is Gleneden Beach

(3), a coarse-grained (median = 0.42 mm) beach that develops a steep foreshore slope

with the formation of beach cusps during the summer. Twenhofet (1946) has described

the bemi on this beach as a "beach ridge". Another is the beach in the general area of

Wecoma Beach located at the end of North 21st Street in Lincoln City (9), hereafter

refereed to as 21st Street Beach. It is composed of medium sand (median = 0.33 mm)

with a flat beach slope most of the year. Single-profile surveys were undertaken from

July 1987 to June 1988. This was followed by multiple-profile surveys from July 1988

to June 1989.

Figure 4-14 shows the monthly beach profiles obtained at Gleneden Beach, with

alt profile elevations and horizontal distances relative to the same reference stake. The

stake is 6.68 m above mean sea level (NGVD) based on leveling with respect to a

nearby bench mark. All of the profiles can be classified into two types representing

swell and storm profiles. Swell profiles with high beach berms and steep foreshore

slopes can be seen from July to November. The winter storms intensify after

December, and the beach changed into a typical concave-upward storm profile. This

transition involved a very rapid change in beach profiles associated with large amounts

of off-shore sediment transport. The beach then slowly changed back to a swell profile

after April and developed a 60-meter wide beach berm as seen for June 5, 1988.

There is also a great variability of beach profiles in the longshore direction at Gleneden

Beach due to the formation of beach cusps. A series of block diagrams representing

the three dimensional beach morphology are shown in Figure 4-15. These were

constructed by a computer program based on 6 profiles spaced 30 m apart with a total

beach width of 150 m. The offshore length of these block diagram varied due to the

difference of tide conditions at times of surveys. The most pronounced feature is the
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formation of beach cusps. They are about 40 rn in wavelength and with a cusp height

about 0.5 m. The beach cusps can be clearly seen on the plots of October and from

February to June. A wide beach berm with a slightly landward slope is often associated

with the formation of beach cusps. During November and January, no rhythmic beach

morphology was observed, although there were still great tongshore variations in the

elevations of beach profiles.

Beach profiles of 21st Street are shown in Figure 4-16. All profile elevations are

relative to the lowest platform of a concrete stair that serves as a beach access. The

elevation of the platform is 4.68 m above mean sea level (NGVD). In contrast to the

pronounced changes at Gleneden Beach, the beach at 21st Street is relatively uniform,

with a simple concave-upward profile both temporally and spatially. There were

unexpected profile changes1 however. The three profiles obtained on September 29,

October 23, and November20 of 1987, consisted of a wide beach berm with significant

beach accretion similar to the summer profiles observed at Gleneden Beach. The

timing of the beach berm development is unusual since the wave energy is higher from

October to November than during early summer, the typical time for the development of

a beach berm at Gleneden Beach. A previous study at a fine-grained beach similar to

21St Street beach has shown that there is a poor correlation between wave conditions

and profile changes (Auguilar-Tunon and Komar, 1978). Nevertheless, no beach berm

development was observed on that beach.

Subsequent beach-profile investigations in 1988 again detected the development

of a beach berm during the early fall. This is shown in the block diagrams, Figure 4-17,

of the 21st Street beach. The beach morphologies of August 2 and October24 of 1988

showed a pronounced beach berm in the northern section of the investigated beach.

However, the beach berm had only a limited longshore extent On August 2, 1988,

only the most northerly beach profile developed a beach berm. On October 24, three

northern beach profiles developed beach berms and their elevations decreased toward
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the south. The reason for the development and the longshore vanation of beach berms

on the 21St Street beach is still unclear, but the presence of the concrete stair at the

north end of the investigated area may have affected the beach profile response. Rip-

current embayments during previous high tides could also have caused this longshore

variation in beach profiles.

The changes in successive beach profiles are associated with gradual changes of

beach sand volumes. Volumetric computations for the two representative beaches

were undertaken for the monthly profiles in order to analyze the timing and magnitudes

of such changes. The two beach profiles surveyed on July 1987 are set as reference

profiles, with the volumetric change calculated cumulatively with respect to this set of

profiles. This involves analyses of the area difference between the successive beach

profiles of Figures 4-14 and 4-16, normalized by the lengths of offshore extent. For the

multi-profile surveys, the volume differences in the block diagram of Figures 4-15 and

4-17 were computed and normalized by the areas investigated. After the normalization,

the final result represents the overall difference in beach elevations between

successive profiles on each beach. Figure 4-18 shows the results of the cumulative

volumetric changes. A clearer trend can been seen in the data of Gleneden Beach

(thick line), with the beach accretion from Spring to Summer and beach erosion in the

late fall. The magnitude of volumetric change is smaller for the multi-profile survey

because the longshore variations in beach profiles due to the formation of beach cusps

were eliminated in this data set. Cumulative volumetric changes at 21st Street beach

do not show a clear trend, but there is a noticeable increase in beach elevation due to

the development of the beach berm from August to October in both years. The

difference in the trends of volumetric changes indicate that there may be a fundamental

difference in processes for beaches having contrasting grain-sizes.
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SEDIMENT BUDGET ASSESSMENT

The grain-size analyses of sediments permit an assessment of the sediment

budget of the Lincoln City cell. There are three potential sources of beach sands.

They are onshore migration of sediments due to sea-level rise, cliff supply, and river

sand. As previously discussed, the sea cliff is presently the most important source for

beach sands. The total amount of this supply can be estimated using the long-term

erosion rates and cliff heights along the length of the cell. A detailed inventory of the

sediment budget based on elevations and erosion rates of individual tax lots with ocean

frontage has been undertaken by Good (1991). His calculation yields 42,000 m3 of

annual sea-cliff supply within the Lincoln City cell. The effective supply for beach

sands, however, has to take into account the 32% of finer sand fraction lost offshore.

This reduces the annual supply to 30,000 m3. Possible sinks for this sand source

included estuarine trapping, dune formation, and offshore sand transport during major
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storms. Among all of the potential sinks, only the offshore transport during major

storms is probably significant. According to Bruuns rule, the beach will respond to a

sea level rise by translating the beach profile horizontally and upward. The rate of sea-

level rise is well constrained based on the analyses of geodetic survey data and tide

records (Chapter 3). The sea-level rise is presently about 1.3 mm/yr along the north

central coast. To maintain the equilibrium beach profile over the whole nearshore area

in the Lincoln City cell, with a 1-km offshore extension spanning the 24-km long cell,

about 31,000 m3 of sand is needed annually. The estimation is based on the Bruun

rule to calculate the amount of sand needed to maintain an equilibrium profile due to

the sea-level rise. On the basis of this simple calculation, the annual supply of cliff

sand is adequate to maintain an equilibrium beach profile with a rising sea. Although

the sediment budget in the Lincoln City cell is approximately balanced on a long-term

basis, this balance can be easily disrupted by major storms. Volumetric computations

of the monthly beach-morphology changes shown in Figures 4-15 and 4-17 indicate

that the amount of cross-shore exchange of beach sands in a single beach section

(150 m in longshore extension) is comparable to that of the annual cliff supply.

Therefore it is not surprising that during major storms or El Niño events, the reduction

of beach protection due to redistribution of littoral sediments can cause significant

coastal erosion. However, the beaches have always recovered after such events so

there is no noticeable difference in beach width on a long-term basis.

SEA-CUFF EROSION AND BEACH PROTECTION

The analyses of the series of monthly beach profiles taken at the two beaches show

that the rates of change and the total quantities of sand moved under a given storm are

larger on the steep reflective beach. This make it a weaker buffer to protect the sea

cliff from marine erosion, and therefore more active cliff erosion occurs than in the area

where the cliff is fronted by the dissipative beaches. In addition, ground observations



Figure 4-19. Beach and cliff erosion at Gleneden Beach due to the

development of a np-current embayment which allowed storm-

wave swash to reach the cliff base.
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and aerial photographs show that rip currents on steep reflective beaches tend to cut

deeper into the beach and reach the base of the cliff. This has been shown in a study

of the erosion of Siletz Spit (Komar, 1983), where the beach slope is the steepest.

There have also been incidents of rapid cliff erosion at Gleneden Beach due to rip-

current embayments during the 1982-83 El Niño (Figure 4-19). The rip-current lowered

the beach profile at the cliff toe and allowed storm wave swash to reach the cliff base.

Episodes of cliff retreat have also occurred, based on the study of Stembndge (1975)

on the Taft Beach (6) and as far north as Spanish Head (7). These beaches are also

relatively steep with larger seasonal changes in beach sand, although the role of rip-

current emmbayments is less certain for these beach. It must be stressed, however,

that no reliable measurements of cliff recession rates are availablet to test whether the

cliffs on reflective beaches suffer more severe erosion on a long-term basis.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Grain-size analyses and beach profile investigations have shown that the sea

cliffs supply coarse-grained sands to the beach south of Siletz Bay. These coarse

sands form distinctive modes in the size-distributions of beach sands. The longshore

variations in beach sand sizes are produced by the relative proportions of different

grain-size modes within the overall grain-size distributions. Longshore transport has

not been effective in dispersing the coarse-fraction mode throughout the littoral cell. As

a result, the size-distributions of beach sands parallel the size-distributions found in the

cliff deposits, being the coarsest in the central to south part of the cell and decrease

toward the north. The beach morphologies reflect the trend in grain sizes, with

Gleneden Beach in the south being a steep reflective beach while the beaches toward

the north end of the cell are dissipative with low slopes and wide surf zones. There is

also a good correlation between the coarseness of the beach sand and the seasonal

changes of sand volume.
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There are still questions remaining as to why the wave action has not been

effective in dispersing the coarse-grained sands throughout the entire cell. The cliff

source asserts significant control on the grain-size distribution of beach sand, as seen

from Figure 4-8, despite the low erosion rate of sea-cliffs during historical times and

the strong wave mixing. This implies that there is not a significant longshore transport

in the Lincoln City cell, which contradicts the prevailing view of seasonally reversing

longshore transport (Komar, et aL, 1976) and diffusion of beach sediments under wave

action observed in many tracer experiments. The longshore variation in the proportions

of the two coarse-grained modes, Figure 4-7, indicates that the coarse-grained

fractions might have been eroded from the sea cliff at Gleneden Beach due to an

episodic event that occurred not too long ago so that the advection and diffusion by

wave action of these coarse sands are still in an early stage. The sand size appears to

control the susceptibility of beach sand to wave advection and diffusion, the finer mode

(0.8 mm) having been transported further away from the source and is now more widely

distributed along the cell (higher diffusion coefficient). However, the nature and timing

of this episodic event cannot be precisely determined since no field study has ever

established the time coefficient for sand advection and diffusion. The speculation is

that the events must have occurred less than one hundred years ago based on the

known longshore transport rates, most of them greater than iO4 m3Iyr, established on

many coasts (Carter, 1988). One likely candidate for such an episodic erosion event is

the subduction earthquake that is believed to have occurred on the Pacific Northwest

around 300 years ago (Atwater, 1987; Darienzo and Peterson, 1990). However,

subduction earthquakes have occurred every 300 to 1000 years during the last 5,000

years, so there should have been a large amount of coarse-grained sand present on

the beach, with sufficient time for thorough mixing. Another plausibte interpretation is

that the gravel and sand layers were exposed on the sea cliff near the south end of

Slietz Spit where the coarsest beach sand is present. The growth of a syncline
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traversing the Slietz Bay (Goldfinger et al., 1992) has lowered the gravel and sand

layers, possibly also due to a subduction earthquake, and are now covered by beach

and dune sediment. This would explain the presence of the coarsest beach sand on

the south of Slietz Spit and the episodic injection of cliff supply. Further research on

the sediment mixing processes is needed, particularly in establishing the time

constraints and patterns of the advection and diffusion of different-sized sands.

Sediment analyses based on the total amount of beach sands that coupled with grain-

size distributions obtained by this study would also provide additional insight into the

sediment dispersion within the Lincoln City cell.

Results from analyses based on beach profile surveys and observations of rip

current embayments, indicate that the reflective beaches are likely to suffer more

severe cliff erosion from marine processes than the dissipative beaches. There are

some indications that sea cliffs fronted by the reflective beaches in the south of the

littoral cell are experiencing higher erosion rates, although no quantified erosion rate

data have been obtained due to the very low erosion rates.

The high resistance of coarse material to wave dispersion and the assessment of

a sediment budget indicate that cross-shore sediment exchange is important in

accounting for the sediment movement. Feedback effects between reflective beach

and nearshore processes may result in progressive loss of fine sediments offshore and

the enrichment of coarse materials on the beaches. This process would be significant

in choosing the appropriate source material for beach nourishment projects and is in

need of further investigations.



Chapter 5

EXTREME RUN-UP AND SEA-CUFF EROSION

INTRODUCTION

Sea level relative to the beach buffer, Figure 1-1, determines the principal mode

of marine processes attacking sea cliffs; higher sea level relative to the cliff base favors

direct wave attack on the cliff face, whereas lower sea level favors cliff-toe erosion by

wave run-up. Extensive beach-profile surveys presented in Chapter 4 have

documented the temporal and spatial variabilities of volumetric changes for the

beaches within the Lincoln City cell. Although the river supply of sediments has been

minimal and the annual supply of sediments from sea-cliffs is small, beach protection is

overall adequate so that sea cliffs in the Lincoln City cell are only affected by extreme

wave run-up during winter storms.

This chapter presents a study on evaluating the significance of wave run-up in

cliff-toe erosion. Study methods including field measurements of the elevation of the

cliff-beach junction, and the use of video techniques to measure the frequency with

which the run-up reaches the base of the cliff. The investigation has focused on three

beaches having contrasting beach morphologies so that differences in beach

processes on reflective versus dissipative beaches can be examined. Beach sites

investigated include Gleneden Beach and 21st Street Beach within the Lincoln City cell,

Figure 4-1, and Beverly Beach south of Otter Rock (Figure 3-7). Chapter 4 has

documented the grain-size characteristics and the morphological changes of the first

two beaches; additional field measurements have established the grain-size and

beach-profile data for Beverly Beach. The approach is to quantify the risk of cliff-toe

erosion using the ratio of the extreme run-up Rrnax to the height of cliff-base junction h,

similar to the relative beach elevation hid, Figure 2-2, used in the laboratory

experiments by Sunamura (1982). The proposed parameter, to be called the risk
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factor, also serves as a useful indicator to gauge the extent of cliff retreat due to

extreme shoreline water levels. The analyses also include the Interpolation of the cliff-

beach junction based on the available field data and calculation of extreme wave run-

up from the Iribarren number and wave data measured by the seismometer-based

system at Newport. This makes it possible to establish the preliminary nsk assessment

of the cliff-toe erosion on beaches without detailed survey data.

RISK ASSESSMENT OF CLIFF-TOE EROSION

Thornton et al. (1987) have formulated an empirical model to predict the rate of

cliff recession on the Monterey Bay shoreline. Their approach relies on the relationship

between the cliff recession and the elevated water level at the cliff toe. It also involves

the determination of three empirical coefficients from least-square fits, minimizing the

difference between the predicted and measured recession rates. The cliff recession

rate is too small to be accurately measured on most of the Oregon coast, so the

approach of Thornton et al. (1987) has to be modified for the present study. The

technique for the risk assessment is primarily adopted from that of Garès (1990). He

constructed a run-up probability curve to evaluate the flooding probability of the beach-

dune shoreline of New Jersey. The approach outlined below is different from that of

Garès (1990) in two ways. First, his technique relies on analyses of storm surge and

wave data, while this study examines the extreme high tides to obtain an extreme

distribution function of high water levels. Secondly, Garès (1990) used the composite

slope procedure presented in the Shore Protection Manual (US Army Corps of

Engineers, 1984) to calculate wave run-up, while the present study uses regression

coefficients derived by Holman and Sallenger (1985) and Holman (1986).

The risk of a sea cliff being attacked by waves can be assessed by the risk factor

Rmax /h, the ratio of the extreme run-up Rmax to the elevation of the cliff-beach junction

h (Figure 5-1). This parameter reflects the significance of cliff-toe erosion due to wave
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run-up reaching the base of the cliff. Higher risk factors represent a higher probability

of the cliff-toe being inundated by wave run-up, which in turn cause the cliff face to

collapse.

t MSL

Figure 5-1. A schematic of the height of the cliff-beach junction h and the extreme

run-up Rmax. is the wave set-up, the rise of the mean water level

due to the presence of waves, is the swash maximum, and H is

incident significant wave height

The height of the cliff-beach junction h, Figure 5-1, can be readily measured by a

field survey, although at times it is difficult to differentiate the talus from the beach so

the field survey is prone to interpretation error. Furthermore, there may be local

variabilities in a small spatial scale due to rip-current embayments and other rhythmic

features. In this study the junction is defined as the point of a sharp slope break

between the beach and cliff. The heights were obtained by averaging several

measurements along the cliff base. This procedure minimizes the error induced during

field surveys and also eliminates the spatial variability. The field studies of beach-

profile changes presented in Chapter 4 and the result reported by Aguilar-Tunon and
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Komar (1978) indicated that there is little seasonal variation of the beach elevation at

the base of sea cliffs (Figure 4-10) in the Lincoln City cell. However, the cliff-beach

junction must have been significantly affected by rare storm events that have occurred

in the past. The elevation of the cliff-toe for sea cliffs in inactive stage such as those

seen on the Oregon coast therefore are generally higher than the extreme shoreline

water levels having long recurring intervals.

The extreme run-up Rmax, Figure 5-1, is defined as the highest water level on the

beach within a length of time, so it is also a function of recurrence interval 1. The

extreme run-up Rmax is relatively difficult to quantify because direct determination of

Rmax requires analyses of a historical run-up record which does not exist for the Oregon

coast, Instead, the extreme run-up is evaluated based on an approach modified from

that of Thornton et al. (1987). The extreme run-up is given by:

Rm+7lm (1)

where accounts for the extreme tide above mean sea level, determined by analyses

of historical extreme high tides, the wave set-up is given by equation (2) below, and

the maximum swash i is given by equation (3). Wave set up i is the increase in

mean sea level in the shoreward direction across the surf zone due to the shoreward

transport of momentum by waves. Holman and Sallenger (1985) derived the

proportionality coefficient between the set-up normalized by significant wave height H

and the Inbarren number , using field data obtained at Duck, North Carolina under a

wide range of wave and tide conditions. They suggest that for high tide conditions

- 0.35 (2)

The maximum swash 1mw' Figure 5-1, refers to the maximum elevation reached

by the rush of water from broken waves up to the beach and is measured' by the

vertical elevation reached above the set-up i. Holman (1986) re-analyzed the field



data of Nolman and Sallenger (1985), with the focus on extreme value statistics of

wave run-up and derived

- 0.67 (3)

It is important to note that the notation , in Holman (1986) refers to the maximum

run-up above still water level, denoted as i + in this study. The regression

coefficient 0.67 is taken from his regression of versus the Iribarren , being

equivalent to /H in (3). The lribarren Number is defined as the beach slope

divided by the square root of wave steepness and is given by:

= tan13/(H/L0)1I2 (4)

where tanf3 is the beach slope and L0 is the deep-water wave length. The

determination of the lnbarren number requires a measured beach profile and wave

data. The beach profiles have been documented in Chapter 4 (Figure 4-10), while

representative wave data for the Oregon coast are taken from the study of Komar et al.

(1976) which analyzes the waves recorded by the seismometer-based system at the

Newport Marine Science Center.

The tide level and the beach elevation have been measured relative to different

datums in different reports. In order to facilitate the comparison between different

types of elevation data, all of the elevations in this study are relative to the National

Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) which is approximately equal to mean sea level.

RESULTS

Elevations of Cliff-Beach Junctions

It has been demonstrated that the volumetric change of beach sand varies with

the grain size (Figure 4-13). A similar relationship exists between the cliff-beach

junction and the grain-size of beach sand. Figure 5-2 shows the average elevations of

cliff-toes obtained from field measurements versus median sizes of summer beach
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sands for three beaches. Error bars represert the range of cliff-toe elevations for each

beach with a total of 6 measurements spaced at 30 meters apart. There is a good

correlation between the elevation of the cliff-beach junction h and the median sand size

D derived from simple linear regression

h = 1.03 + 12.5 D = 0.99 (5)

10

h=1.03+12.5D r=o.gs

Gleneden Beach

21st Street Beach

Beverly Beach

2
00 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

MEDIAN GRAINSIZE, E (mm)

Figure 5-2. The elevation of the diff-beachjunctkn versus the median grain size

for three beaches on the central Oregon coast

Although there are only three measurements shown in Figure 5-2, our field

observations along the Oregon coast indicate that gravel beaches pile much higher

against the cliffs, suggesting such trend does exist. Extrapolation toward finer sand

sizes also suggests that fine-grained sand beaches cannot serve as effective beach
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buffers since the beach would be inundated by normal high tides according to Figure 5-

2. Again the extrapolation is consistent with the field data, with all of the beaches

investigated in this study having median sand sizes greater than 0.2 mm (Table 3-2).

The elevation of the cliff-toe has also been measured by workers in England (Pringle,

1985; Robinson, 1977) and on the Northern Ireland coast (McGreal, 1979). The

measurements reported in those studies are comparable to the values graphed in

Figure 5-2, cliff-toe elevations of 5 to 6 m being common, although grain-size data have

not been reported in detail for most of the studies reviewed by this author.

Although equation (5) has established the relationship between the cliff-toe

elevation and the median size of beach sands, the ultimate control is from the

composition of the cliff sediment Chapter 4 has illustrated the importance of coarse

sands supplied from cliff erosion to Gleneden Beach. The sea cliff at Beverly Beach is

mostly composed of fine Tertiary mudstones, so that only a limited amount of sand

derived from the cliff erosion can remain on the beach. The lack of coastal rivers

supplying the sediment within the Beverly Beach cell might also have contributed to the

deficiency of beach sediments.

Extreme Tides

The yearly extreme high tides recorded at the Newport tide gauge were analyzed

to construct a probability curve of extreme water levels. Two sets of data provided by

the National Ocean Service of NOAA, Appendix 5, the observed and predicted yearly

extreme high tides at Newport, were modeled by the General Extreme Value (GEV)

distribution (Jenkinson, 1955). The GEV distribution of tide data is formulated by

considering the tide level i) with return period T(i7) years. There are on average 705

semidiurnal high tides each year, therefore the probability that a given tide will exceed

the level i) in a year is l/7O5T(ii). It follows that the probability of a given tide would

fail to reach is 1-1/705T(ii). Since there are 705 high tides (assuming 705
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independent events) every year, the probability P that the annual maximum is less than

77tIS

I
(qt 'ii) = (1- 1 )750 exp(

T( '7t)
(6)

705T( iii)

note that lim(1+x12YT =e' for?.

A solution of equation (6) proposed by Jenkinson (1955) is given by

= 'io +a(1 -exp) (7)

where 'i is the value of when X = 0, a and k are conditional parameters of the

distribution, andXis the scale of reduced variate defined as X= -ln(-lnP). This

family of curves is known as the Generalized Extreme Value distribution because it

covers a wide range of distributions. From (6) the relationship between X and the

return period T can be expressed as

X = - In (-In P) = In T (8)

The modeling of the two sets of data, Figure 5-3, involves grouping the tide data

following the procedure of Pugh (1987). Least-square regression then determines the

parameters 'is, a, and k. For the predicted extreme tides, the data are modeled by the

GEV distribution

= 1.845 + 0. 379(1 - exp°13') (9)

and the observed extreme high tides can be modeled by

= 2.045 + 0.667(1 - expO249X) (10)

Equations (9) and (10) can be used to assess the extreme high water levels of return

period T by converting to the reduced variate X according to (8). It can be seen that

there is a significant difference between the fitted distributions of the predicted and the

observed extreme tides. This difference reflects the overall effects of ocean processes
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Figure 5-3. The observed (solid circles) and predicted (open circles) yearly

extreme tides recorded at Newport, Oregon and their fitted GEV

distributions (solid lines).

The distribution function established for the observed data, Figure 5-3 (solid

circles) can be used to asses the risk of toe erosion on dunes and sea diffs using (1).

A probability curve to predict the return period of an extreme run-up Rmax can be
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raising the sea level above the tide level predicted by harmonic analysis, processes

that include El Niños, atmospheric pressure changes, and wind stresses (Huyer et aL,

1983, Pittock et al., 1982). These factors increase the scatter of the observed extreme

high tides in Figure 5-3. Other less significant factors are river run-off and precipitation.

The effect of wave set-up is not significant due to the filtering of the jetty entrance and

the recording mechanism of the tide gauge, but it will be significant if the probability

curve is applied to evaluate the extreme water levels on the beach facing the open sea.
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constructed by adding the wave set-up and swash maximum to the upper curve of

Figure 5-3, assuming that the extreme wave condition is associated with the occurrence

of an extreme tide. A rigorous statistical analysis would require the determination of the

joint probability distribution for all of the factors involved, because each process has its

unique distribution.

Set-up and Maximum Swash

The wave set-up and maximum swash for beaches in the Lincoln City cell were

calculated using equations (2) and (3). Beach slope data from Table 4-5, and wave

data measured by the microseismometer at Newport were used to calculate the

Inbarren number according to equation (4). Three sets of wave heights and wave

periods representing summer, winter, and storm conditions were chosen based on the

wave data analyzed by Komar et al. (1976). That study only reports significant wave

breaker heights, so the deep-water significant wave heights H were back-calculated

using the equation of Komar and Gaughan (1973):

H=0.39g1(5(TH)S (11)

where H,0 is the deep water wave height which is related to H by

H=1.6H,, (12)

Table 5-1 lists the representative wave data for summer, winter and storm

conditions and the calculated Iribarren numbers. The beach slopes during storm

conditions have not been measured, so they are represented by winter beach slopes.

Figure 5-4 plots the calculated lnbarren numbers of the 11 beaches versus their

longshore locations. The Iribarren numbers are overall higher during summer then

during the winter and storm conditions, Of significance is that the lnbarren numbers for

all of the beaches investigated are smaller than unity despite the steep slopes

observed on some beaches. All of the beaches in this cell, therefore, are essentially

dissipative in nature under winter and storm conditions. The longshore variation of the



* The location of beach sites can be found in Figure 4-1.

Table 5-2. Calculated wave set-up and extreme swash for the beaches in the

Lincoln City cell.
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Site NO.
Summer swell

(m) 7max (m)

Winter wave

'1max

Storm wave

7max

0 0.48 0.91 1.07 2.05 1.59 3.05
1 0.20 0.38 0.53 1.01 0.78 1.50
2 0.41 0.79 0.59 1.14 0.88 1.69
3 0.42 0.80 0.59 1.14 0.88 1.69
4 0.27 0.52 0.75 1.43 1.12 2.14
5 0.48 0.91 0.57 1.10 0.85 1.64
6 0.47 0.89 0.53 1.02 0.80 1.53
7 0.41 0.78 0.33 0.63 0.49 0.93
8 0.09 0.17 0.39 0.74 0.58 1.11
9 0.09 0.17 0.43 0.82 0.64 1.22

10 0.08 0.16 0.50 0.95 0.74 1.41

Table 5-1. Iribarren numbers of the beach sites along the Lincoln City celL

Site NO Beach slope

Summer Winter

Summer swell Winter wave Storm wave

Hs = 1.5m, T = 9s; Hs = 3.5m, T= us; Hs = 6.5m, T = 13s

0 0.10 0.11 0.91 0.87 0.70
1 0.04 0.05 0.38 0.43 0.34
2 0.09 0.06 0.79 0.48 0.39
3 0.09 0.06 0.80 0.48 0.39
4 0.06 0.08 0.51 0.61 0.49
5 0.10 0.06 0.91 0.47 0.38
6 0.10 0.06 0.89 0.44 0.35
7 0.09 0.03 0.78 0.27 0.21
8 0.02 0.04 0.17 0.32 0.25
9 0.02 0.04 0.17 0.35 0.28
10 0.02 0.05 0.16 0.40 0.32



Inbarren number reflects the longshore changes in beach morphology due to the

dispersal pattern of the coarse sand derived from cliff erosion, as discussed in

Chapter 4.
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Figure 5-4. Longshore variation of the Uibarren number along the Lincoln City cell.

The calculated Iribarren numbers for the beaches in the Lincoln City cell generally

fall in the range between 0.3 and 0.9, comparable to those measured by Holman and

Sallenger (1985) in their field experiments, so we can use equations (2) and (3) to

calculate wave set-up and extreme swash. Table 5-2 lists the calculated values of

wave set-up and maximum swash under three different wave conditions. Of interest to

the cliff-toe erosion is the extreme value during winter and storm conditions, times

when the beaches were cut back by strong waves and erosion tends to occur. Among

all beaches, the highest values of set-up and maximum swash are found on Slietz Spit
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(4, 5) and Gleneden Beach (3). This is consistent with the spatial pattern of dune and

cliff erosion that has occurred in the Lincoln City cell (Chapter 3).

Risk Factors

The results from Table 5-2 and the modeling of the extreme high tides permit the

calculation of the extreme run-up Rm. This requires the addition of the probability

curve of Figure 5-3and the wave set-up and maximum swash listed in Table 5-2.

However, the extreme tide is formulated as a probability function of return period T,

while the set-up and maximum swash determined in the previous section are simple

representations of the probability distribution for a wide range of wave conditions.

Therefore equation (1) cannot be directly applied. The best approach is to formulate a

statistical model of the wave conditions using the historical wave record and to

determine the joint extreme wave-tide probability distribution. Other improvements can

be accomplished by separating the effects of El Niño events from the tide record. This

would reduce the scatter of the observed extreme tides in Figure 5-3. An El Niño is a

very low frequency event with a return period of about 10 years for strong events, but

its intensity varies considerably from event to event so a long-term record is needed to

model the statistical distribution of the El Niño. Despite the lack of such distribution

functions, the extreme run-up can be assessed with the assumption that the probability

of extreme storm waves occurring during the extreme high tide is close to one. This is

a reasonable assumption since all of the extreme high tides occur in December and

January, months when the wave energy is the strongest on the Oregon coast. The

storm systems usually last longer than several tidal cycles, further increasing the

chance for the simultaneous occurrence of the extreme waves and tides.

With the simplification outlined above, the extreme wave run-up R can now be

evaluated using (1) and (10) so that it is also a function of return period T and is given

as:



Rm = 2.045 + + '7max +0.667(1 - exp°249'') (13)

where Rm , , and , are now also functions of the beach site and the wave

conditions.

Table 5-3 lists the risk factors determined for Gleneden Beach and 21st Street

Beach. All of the risk factors are smaller than unity and increase with the return period

T. The smaller risk factor reflects that marine erosion at the cliff toe is not active on

these two beaches, so that even under extreme storm conditions, run-up can barely

reach the base of the sea cliff. Cliff-toe erosion due to rip-current embayments has

occurred at Gleneden Beach (Figure 4-19). The simplified approach taken above has

not accounted for the effects of np-current embayments that temporarily reduce h and

increase the risk factor. Of interest is the similar risk factors found on the two beaches

having contrasting beach slopes and cliff-toe elevations. It appears that the cliff-toe

elevations are similarlu controlled by the maximum run-up so that the risk factors the

risk factors are similar regardless of the morphology.

Table 5-3. Risk factors of different return periods for Gleneden Beach and 21st
Street Beach.

Gleneden Beach (h= 6.3 m) 21st Street Beach (h = 5.15 in)

* All units except the risk facors are in meter.

The elevations of cliff-beach junctions h have been measured on only three

beaches. This elevation has been determined for other beaches by interpolation of

equation (5) and the measured median size of summer beach sand listed in Table 4-2.
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T (yr) lit Rm (Storm) Risk Factor R (Storm) Risk Factor

5 2.27 4.85 0.77 4.13 0.80
10 2.34 4.92 0.78 4.20 0.82
20 2.40 4.98 0.79 4.26 0.83
50 2.46 5.04 0.80 4.32 0.84
100 2.50 5.08 0.81 4.36 0.85



* All units except the risk factors are in meter.
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The elevation data so derived is only a first approximation; further field surveys are

needed to validate the results given here. Nevertheless, this approximation allows us

to assess the risk factors for most of the beaches investigated in the Lincoln City cell.

The risk factor for the coarse-grained beach adjacent to Fogarty Creek (0) was not

assessed because this beach is significantly different from other beaches such that the

extrapolation of the cliff-toe elevation using equation (5) might not be appropriate.

Table 5-4 gives the result of the assessed risk factors for the beaches within the

Lincoln City cell and for Beverly Beach. The overall low risk factors again indicate the

inactive nature of the cliff-toe erosion processes on these sea cliffs. Table 5-4 also

indicates that the elevations of the cliff-beach junction have a larger variability than the

predicted maximum run-up, so this elevation and its spatial variability within a beach-

cliff system exert more influence on cliff-toe erosion. Rip-current embayments on steep

reflective beaches during storms best illustrate the significance of the spatial and

temporal variability of h on the risk factor. The rip currents tend to cut narrow

embayments on the steep beaches, creating areas of low h with high risk factors.

Table 5-4. Risk factors with a 20-year return period for the beach sites.

Beach Site h Rmax (Storm) Risk Factor

1 5.66 4.62 0.82

2 5.78 4.92 0.85

3 6.30 4.92 0.78

4 6.91 5.59 0.81

5 6.53 4.83 0.74

6 5.91 4.66 0.79

7 5.66 3.76 0.67

8 5.28 4.03 0.76

9 5.15 4.20 0.82

10 4.66 4.49 0.97

Beverly Beach 4.16 4.03 0.97



RUN-UP MEASUREMENTS

A series of run-up measurements using the video techniques developed by

Holman and his coworker (Holman and Sallenger, 1985; Holland and Holman, 1992)

have been undertaken on Gleneden Beach, 21st Street Beach, and at Beverly Beach.

The purpose of the field experiments is to measure the elevation of the extreme run-up

on different beaches and under different wave conditions, and to test the applicability of

the extreme run-up calculations based on equations (3) and (4), results derived from

experiments undertaken on west-coast beaches.

The video technique involves beach profile surveys of the swash zone and the

video recording of the run-up signal during high tides, with markers placed on the

beach for geometric transformations. The time series of the vertical run-up signals were

then extracted from the two-dimensional video intensity signal using the beach profile

elevations and known geometric positions of the markers (Lippmann and Holman,

1989). This technique works best for beaches having high cliffs that provide suitable

camera locations such as 21st Street Beach and Beverly Beach. At Gleneden Beach

the bluff is only six meters above the beach so the videos recorded there were digitized

using the "timestack" method (Holland and Holman, 1992). The "timestack" method

permits manually tracing of the run-up signal of video images having low intensity

contrast and enhances the data quality for video images taken during the winter on

Oregon beaches which often suffer bad weather conditions.

The present analysis focuses on three sets of data taken at Gleneden Beach,

21st Street Beach, and Beverly Beach during February and March. The highest run-up

achieved during every 50-second time intervals were sub-sampled from a 70-minute

run-up time series digitized at 1 Hz, giving a total of 82 data points of run-up maxima.

The statistics of the these run-up maxima were then determined for the maximum Rmax,
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2% exceedence statistics R2%, 33% exceedence statistics R113, and mean run-up R for
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every time series. The choice of the 50-second period is based on the low frequency

nature of the run-up signal. Guza and Thornton (1982) have shown that only swash

due to infragravity motions grow with offshore wave height, whereas swash in the

incident band has no dependence on the deep water wave height. A long sampling

sub-interval can also minimize the potential error in digitizing the low-contrast intensity

signal; the probability of picking a high intensity event increases with the time of

sampling. For practical consideration, only the highest few run-up have the potential

for causing cliff-toe erosion on the beaches investigated in this study.

In additional to the run-up data obtained from video techniques, tide and wave

data recorded at Newport were also analyzed to estimate the maximum run-up using

equation (1). Table 5-5 lists the run-up statistics for the three sets of data, comparing

the predicted versus the measured maxima run-up. Considering many processes

involved in formulating the predictive model and the uncertainty in measuring the

necessary information, the predictions based on equations (1), (3), and (4) are good,

being within 10% for Gleneden Beach and 20% for 21St Street Beach, This good

agreement supports the applicability on these two beaches of equations (3) and (4)

obtained by Holman and Sallenger (1985) and Holman (1986). The significant

difference between the measured and predicted maximum on Beverly Beach cannot be

explained at the present time. It is postulated that the wave refraction by offshore

bathymetry and the permeability effect might be important for this beach. The run-up

measurements do show the high intensity of run-up attacking the cliff on Beverly Beach

which contributes to its erosion problems. Among all of the potential errors, the beach

slope yet is the most readily measured yet the most sensitive parameter in the

prediction of the maximum run-up; the beach slope changes with the wave conditions

and also along the beachface. This study used the beach slope just above the high

tide level where the swash activity is most intensive. The tidal signal was not removed



Table 5-5. Waves , tides, beach data and statistics of run-up maxima.

Beach Date H8 high tide T Rmax (pre.) Rm (obs.) R2% R113

Gleneden 2/2/91 1.56 1.17 13.10 0.62 2.15 2.23 2.15 1.53 1.44

21st Street 2/17/91 2.76 1.49 13.10 0.33 2.40 2.94 2.88 2.47 2.31

Beverly 3/17/91 3.47 1.29 14.20 0.38 2.63 4.30 3.00 2.15 1.91
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from the data, but the maximum tide difference should be smaller than 30 cm within the

70-minutes time series spanning the duration of high tide.

Figure 5-5 plots the beach profiles and the elevations of the run-up statistics on

the beach profiles. It is obvious from Figure 5-5 that the distribution of the run-up as

well as the maximum run-up are important to the cliff-toe erosion. For example, run-Up

with a distribution skewed toward the base of the cliff has a larger impact on cliff-toe

erosion than does those skewed toward the lower beach face. Run-up distributions

have been the subject of many studies and have been fitted to various distributions

such as the Rayleigh and normal distributions (e. g. Nielsen and Hanslow, 1991;

Holland and Holman, 1992). It would be desirable to relate the parameters governing

these run-up distributions to the Inbarren number so that the frequency of run-up attack

on the cliff-toe can be better constrained.

SUMMARY AND DiscussioN

In applying the maximum run-up prediction based on the regression coefficients

given in Holman (1986) and Holman and Salienger (1985), the overall results appear to

be good. There are uncertainties in using the wave data recorded by the

microseismometer to represent the wave conditions of different beaches affected by

different refraction, and in choosing the appropnate beach slope. A potential problem

for the applicability of the technique used here is the permeability effects due to the

differences in sand sizes. The regression coefficients used in the analyses are based

on the field experiments from one beach having little variability in grain-size

characteristic and associated permeability. Laboratory experiments have demonstrated

that a higher permeability significantly reduces the low frequency component of wave

run-up (Kobayashi, 1991). It is likely that such an effect exists for the beaches in the

Lincoln City cell, a littoral cell having a large spatial variation in grain-size. Further field
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research is needed to study the significance of permeability effects on the spatial

variations of wave run-up and the heights of the cliff-toe junction.

The risk assessment of cliff-toe erosion, as quantified by the risk factor, has

revealed that the elevation of the cliff-beach junction is approximately at the level of

extreme run-up of long recurring intervals (>20 years). This is consistent with the low

activity of toe erosion observed on most Oregon sea cliffs, evident in the vegetation

cover seen on many cliffs. In the Bevetiy Beach cell where there is a deficiency of

beach sediments, the risk factor is considerably higher than other beaches and its sea

cliff has suffer from problems induced by cliff-toe erosion. Video measurements of

wave run-up have established that the wave swash frequently reaches the cliff base in

the Beverly Beach cell but rarely in the other cells.

Based on the analyses of the factors controlling the risk factor, the elevation of

the cliff-beach junction appears to be most important. An extensive survey of this

elevation along the central to northern Oregon coast would be an effective investment

for coastal planners seeking to assess the risks of cliff or dune erosion.



Chapter 6

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

This field study has shown that the intensity of sea-cliff erosion is highly variable

along the Oregon coast. There is a systematic first-order correspondence between the

spatial pattern of cliff-erosion occurrence and the differential tectonic uplift along the full

length of the coast. The seventy of sea-cliff erosion is directly controlled by the sea-

level nse and to some extent by the amount of sediments supplied by coastal rivers

which are strongly affected by the tectonic uplift. Rates of relative sea-level rise for the

entire coast, including areas without tide gauge records, are well constrained through

the analyses of geodetic surveys and tide gauge records. This has allowed us to

identify portions of the coast that are threatened by the fastest local sea-level rise and

the resulting erosion problems. The north-central portion of tie Oregon coast, including

the areas of Newport and Lincoln City, are experiencing a sea-level rise at a rate over I

mm/yr, while further north toward Cannon Beach and south of Coos Bay, rates of

tectonic uplift have exceeded the rate of global sea-level rise, at least within historic

times. Sea-cliff erosion is small to negligible in the areas where uplift exceeds the sea

level rise, and what little exists is due largely to groundwater seepage and other

subaerial processes rather than from wave attack. Sea cliff erosion is more significant

and represents a management problem in the Uncoin City area. in this stretch of coast

there is a considerable small-scale spatial and temporal variability, a second-order level

of variation in cliff recession. Among the factors that account for this variability, of

particular importance is the marked longshore variation in beach morphology that

produces different buffering abilities for the sea cliff from direct wave attack. Field

investigations of beach profiles have demonstrated that the steep reflective beach is

much more dynamic in profile change under varying wave conditions, and rip-current
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embayments are extremely important in cuthng back the beach berm so that waves can

attack the cliff-toe.

The longshore variation in beach morphology is controlled by the longshore

variation in the coarseness of the beach sand. Grain-size analyses have shown that

the sea diffs supply coarse-grained sand to the beach south of Siletz Bay in the Lincoln

City cell to form distinctive modes in the size distributions of beach sands, and

nearshore processes have not been effective in dispersing these coarse-fraction

modes throughout the littoral cell. As a result, the spatial variations in grain sizes and

beach morphologies parallel that of the size distributions found in the cliff deposits,

being the coarsest and steepest in the central to south part of the cell and decreasing

in size and slope somewhat toward the south but particular toward the north.

Volumetric computations of beach-profile changes have also demonstrated that cross-

shore exchange of beach sands are much greater on the coarse-grained reflective

beach than on the dissipative beach; the rate of change as well as total quantities of

sand moved under a given storm are larger on the steep reflective beach. There is also

a good correlation between the median sizes of seasonal volumetric changes of beach

sands. The amounts of these short-term volumetric changes are much greater than the

annual supply of cliff sands to the entire littoral cell, so extreme storms and El Niños

that create large littoral transport can still cause significant coastal erosion despite the

low rate of sea-level rise.

The high resistance of coarse material to wave dispersion has implications for the

nature of beach processes on coarse-graineded beaches (median 0.5 mm).

Feedback effects between reflective beaches and processes of sediment transport may

result in progressive losses of fine sediments to the offshore and the enrichment of

coarse materials on the beaches. This process would be significant for choosing the

appropriate source material for beach nourishment projects and is in need offurther

investigation.
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The degree of beach buffering to protect the sea cliff from wave attack can be

assessed by the risk factor for cliff-toe erosion, defined as the ratio of the maximum

run-up to the height of the cliff toe. Calculations of the risk factors and video

measurements of wave run-up on three beaches having contrasting beach slopes have

identified important factors affecting the processes of cliff-toe erosion. Among them

are the beach slope and the elevation of the cliff-beach junction, which are strongly

controlled by the coarseness of the beach sand. The sand permeability could also be

important to the three beaches investigated in this study; additional field research is

needed to investigate the significance of permeability effects on the wave run-up and

on the height of the cliff-beach junction.

Based on the analyses of the beach and wave conditions the risk factors, it is

recommend that an extensive survey of the elevations of beach-cliff junctions be

undertaken along the Oregon coast, a cost-effective investment for coastal

communities seeking to asses the risks of sea cliff and dune erosion.
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Appendix 1. Grain size data of beach sands collected during the summer of 1987
(cumulative %).
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Size Sumer samples
(phi) Os Is 2s 3s 4s 5s 6s 7s 8s 9s lOs us

-4.00 1.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

-3.00 1.74 0.00 0.34 0.35 0.64 0.23 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

-2.75 1.74 0.00 0.34 0.35 0.64 0.23 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

-2.50 1.74 0.00 0.34 0.35 0.64 0.23 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

-2.25 1.74 0.00 0.34 0.35 0.64 0.23 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

-2.00 5.66 0.00 0.99 0.35 1.82 0.90 0.31 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

-1.75 9.07 0.40 1.19 1.05 2.58 1.08 0.96 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

-1.50 15.09 0.69 1.52 1.45 3.48 1.42 1.18 0.33 0.03 0.48 0.04 0.00

-1.25 25.43 1.00 1.91 1.95 4.58 1.84 1.36 0.40 0.03 0.54 0.05 0.00

-1.00 35.21 1.50 2.46 2.74 5.78 2.46 1.69 0.46 0.03 0.57 0.05 0.00

-0.75 47.44 2.02 3.15 3.89 7.22 3.31 2.16 0.55 0.07 0.62 0.08 0.00

-0.50 63.14 2.64 4.09 5.57 9.01 4.74 3.08 0.75 0.14 0.68 0.11 0.01

-0.25 74.98 3.32 5.12 7.15 11.28 6.73 4.28 1.03 0.20 0.76 0.12 0.04

0.00 79.71 4.09 6.35 8.98 14.09 9.85 6.00 1.49 0.33 0.90 0.17 0.09

0.25 82.72 5.43 7.86 11.49 17.55 13.87 8.61 2.39 0.55 1.17 0.48 0.12

0.50 85.35 7.81 10.10 15.16 23.01 19.16 12.23 4.27 1.25 1.76 0.63 0.19

0.75 87.98 11.92 14.00 21.05 32.08 27.02 18.42 7.40 2.87 3.18 0.91 0.26

1.00 90.80 21.11 25.34 33.64 47.33 43.07 31.18 16.23 8.53 8.97 1.81 0.52

1.25 93.17 33.49 38.00 48.95 62.17 52.40 43.43 28.11 19.67 20.38 4.96 1.92

1.50 95.41 56.16 62.35 69.28 80.48 70.40 64.69 52.57 43.22 50.57 15.08 6.65

1.75 97.51 83.37 86.40 89.96 93.56 88.09 85.85 80.92 71.14 69.13 44.66 16.34
2.00 99.09 96.87 97.73 99.28 98.78 97.15 96.45 96.25 93.14 98.05 75.11 57.14

2.25 99.56 98.96 99.22 99.34 99.54 98.64 98.82 98.62 97.72 98.17 85.04 88.86
2.50 99.86 99.77 99.83 99.69 99.79 99.43 99.66 99.62 99.60 99.53 94.63 97.02
2.75 99.95 99.90 99.94 99.86 99.88 99.76 99.87 99.82 99.88 99.90 97.91 99.23

3.00 99.98 99.93 99.98 99.94 99.95 99.91 99.96 99.91 99.96 99.98 99.10 99.51
3.25 99.99 99.94 99.99 99.97 99.98 99.97 100.0 99.96 99.97 99.99 99.61 99.60

3.50 100.0 99.97 100.0 99.98 99.99 99.99 100.0 99.99 99.98 100.0 99.95 99.72
3.75 100.0 99.98 100.0 99.99 100.0 99.99 100.0 99.99 99.99 100.0 99.99 99.80
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Appendix 2. Grain size data of beach sands collected during the winter of 1988 (cumulative %).

Size
(ph Ow 1w 2w 3w

Winter samples
4w 5w 6w 7w 8w 9w 1 Ow

-4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-2.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-2.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-2.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-2.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.86 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-1.75 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.72 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-1.50 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 3.11 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00
-1.25 1.21 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.62 4.75 0.00 0.04 0.08 0.00 0.00
-1.00 2.51 0.00 0.12 0.00 1.50 6.53 0.00 0.04 0.12 0.00 0.00
-0.75 6.23 0.04 0.31 0.00 3.30 8.91 0.00 0.05 0.16 0.00 0.01
-0.50 16.39 0.13 1.13 0.00 7.35 12.14 0.00 0.08 0.21 0.00 0.03
-0.25 34.01 0.25 4.48 0.02 11.60 15.40 0.06 0.10 0.31 0.00 0.07
0.00 52.00 0.39 11.11 0.07 15.56 18.72 0.07 0.13 0.40 0.01 0.71
0.25 65.55 0.70 18.22 0.13 20.07 22.68 0.11 0.24 0.49 0.02 0.72
0.50 76.18 1.38 27.42 0.38 25.05 27.57 0.22 0.59 0.67 0.03 0.77
0.75 84.45 2.84 37.92 1.07 31.02 34.85 0.27 2.13 1.02 0.10 1.04
1.00 90.94 8.33 55.40 4.00 41.91 49.29 1.75 8.84 2.50 0.51 5.79
1.25 95.91 20.00 69.46 11.33 53.71 67.15 3.47 19.65 6.30 1.39 9.82
1.50 98.51 46.32 85.03 33.45 71.24 83.82 12.49 39.88 18.32 7.98 21.42
1.75 99.54 78.79 95.11 70.45 89.38 95.52 47.47 69.30 51.52 37.39 45.37
2.00 99.89 94.21 98.18 92.23 97.85 99.49 85.74 91.08 88.99 77.41 75.13
2.25 99.94 96.89 98.82 96.66 99.41 99.87 96.04 96.90 97.13 90.61 87.45
2.50 99.96 97.52 99.23 97.69 99.62 99.95 98.05 98.14 98.92 94.31 91.78
2.75 99.97 98.69 99.84 98.88 99.81 99.98 99.23 99.08 99.70 97.21 95.54
3.00 99.97 99.65 99.98 99.68 99.92 99.99 99.69 99.68 99.91 98.67 98.43
3.25 99.98 99.94 99.99 99.94 99.98 99.99 99.89 99.92 99.97 99.47 99.74
3.50 99.98 100.00 100.00 99.99 100.00 99.99 99.98 100.00 100.00 99.99 99.99
3.75 99.98 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.99 99.99 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00



Appendix 3. Grain size data of sea-cliff samples (cumulative %).
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Size
(phi) Oc 2c 3c-1 3c-2

Cliff samples
3c-3 4c-1 4c-2 6c 7c 7c-t 8c

-4.00 0.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-3.00 8.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-2.75 8.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-2.50 8.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-2.25 8.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-2.00 17.50 0.00 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-1.75 20.49 0.00 0.15 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-1.50 23.49 0.24 0.15 0.66 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.00
-1.25 26.59 0.42 0.15 1.45 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.63 0.00
-1.00 28.70 0.65 0.34 1.88 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.77 0.00
-0.75 31.26 1.01 0.78 2.38 0.03 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.95 0.00
-0.50 33.45 1.54 1.30 3.78 0.04 0.61 0.01 0.00 0.13 1.11 0.24
-0.25 35.28 2.14 1.99 4.74 0.08 0.74 0.04 0.00 0.17 1.23 0.26
0.00 36.82 3.03 3.01 5.98 0.24 0.92 0.09 0.00 0.25 1.39 0.29
0.25 36.82 4.09 4.70 7.45 0.63 1.08 0.12 0.00 0.39 1.55 0.34
0.50 39.98 5.51 7.22 9.55 1.63 1.30 0.19 0.00 0.70 1.57 0.41
0.75 41.86 7.18 11.14 13.22 3.87 1.69 0.26 0.00 1.43 1.97 0.60
1.00 44.59 9.80 17.48 19.53 8.54 2.98 0.52 0.81 3.50 2.86 1.64
1.25 50.42 15.15 29.55 35.72 19.47 9.14 1.92 4.71 11.89 6.59 5.42
1.50 62.65 25.27 49.33 55.72 36.63 28.66 6.65 18.57 32.37 20.18 22.20
1.75 79.77 39.13 72.03 80.92 62.79 55.79 16.34 49.06 54.57 43.98 52.10
2.00 93.06 61.84 86.72 95.45 87.60 82.75 57.14 81.70 82.56 77.72 78.99
2.25 96.52 81.22 93.01 98.45 96.03 92.19 88.86 93.44 94.07 92.82 89.43
2.50 98.04 88.54 95.85 99.01 98.32 95.27 97.02 96.55 97.17 96.59 96.35
2.75 98.92 91.83 97.46 99.21 99.53 96.95 99.23 98.10 98.44 98.08 98.42
3.00 99.33 93.17 98.07 99.27 99.77 97.55 99.51 98.75 98.86 98.55 99.23
3.25 99.45 93.94 98.40 99.28 99.82 97.78 99.60 99.05 99.09 98.74 99.86
3.50 99.55 94.81 98.63 99.31 99.84 97.97 99.72 99.35 99.25 98.92 100.00
3.75 99.61 95.65 98.79 99.37 99.85 98.75 99.80 100.00 99.37 99.07 100.00
4.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00



Appendix 3 (Continue).
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Size
(phi) 8c-t

Cliff samples
9c 9c-t I Oc Gravel

-4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.39
-3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.52
-2.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.52
-2.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.52
-2.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.52
-2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.68
-1.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 23.92
-1.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.38
-1.25 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 39.97
-1.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 46.14
-0.75 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.47
-0.50 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 57.96
-0.25 0.33 0.24 0.00 0.02 61.85
0.00 0.41 0.26 0.00 0.04 64.90
0.25 0.51 0.29 0.00 0.07 64.90
0.50 0.63 0.34 0.00 0.14 70.57
0.75 0.76 0.41 0.00 0.35 73.53
1.00 0.98 0.60 0.00 0.98 77.02
1.25 1.86 1.64 1.38 2.99 82.19
1.50 5.74 5.42 5.00 9.16 87.51
1.75 18.42 22.20 19.36 31.90 92.13
2.00 52.04 52.10 56.71 56.05 95.10
2.25 78.45 78.99 80.42 75.92 96.77
2.50 90.57 89.43 89.94 84.23 97.69
2.75 97.29 96.35 96.26 91.76 98.28
3.00 98.52 98.42 98.25 95.49 98.51
3.25 98.86 99.23 99.14 97.52 98.83
3.50 99.07 99.86 99.69 99.26 100.00
3.75 99.22 100.00 99.79 99.51 100.00
4.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00



Appendix 4. Statistics of individual modes for all sediment samples.
NO Model

a %
Mode 2

a %
Mode 3

a %
Mode 4

a %

Mode 5
a %

Mode 6
t ais 70.43 1.57 0.24 22.74 0.98 0.25 3.07 0.28 0.20 3.07 -0.37 0.62 0.68 2.42 0.07

2s 74.33 1.50 0.27 13.16 0.87 0.13 3.30 0.42 0.21 4.18 -0.32 0.68 0.55 2.43 0.08
3s 48.18 1.57 0.23 37.73 1.01 0.28 2.89 0.30 0.15 11.37 -0.36 0.64 0.63 2.46 0.08 0.97 -1.85 0.13
4s 52.50 1.40 0.28 15.00 0.87 0.14 10.00 0.50 0.25 18.50 -0.10 0.80 0.07 2.43 0.06 1.50 0.25 0.45
5s 56.97 1.52 0.27 20.34 0.86 0.12 12.65 0.46 0.24 5.27 -0.43 0.45 0.77 2.43 0.07 4.01 -0.07 0.23
6s 65.60 1.52 0.27 13.90 0.88 0.13 18.08 0.45 0.50 1.05 -0.60 0.20 0.70 2.40 0.08 0.70 -1.86 0.10
7s 82.26 1.55 0.27 13.34 0.89 0.16 3.56 0.39 0.17 0.84 2.43 0.07
8s 85.28 1.60 0.28 12.33 0.95 0.25 0.75 0.35 0.13 1.64 2.40 0.08
9s 87.00 1.60 0.26 9.40 0.95 0.25 0.80 0.10 0.13 2.73 2.40 0.08

lOs 77.83 1.76 0.21 7.78 1.30 0.29 11.56 2.39 0.12 2.83 2.76 0.24
11$ 75.90 1.90 0.09 24.10 1.99 0.32
1w 80.87 1.58 0.24 15.72 1.07 0.27 0.57 0.29 0.11 16.23 -0.09 0.24 2.84 2.71 0.22
2w 42.50 1.38 0.27 23.60 0.86 0.15 16.63 0.42 0.19 1.07 2.55 0.19
3w 87.86 1.64 0.23 9.76 1.10 0.26 0.19 0.32 0.09 14.10 -0.47 0.33 2.98 2.65 0.24
4w 55.64 1.52 0.27 17.32 0.90 0.18 12.93 0.32 0.27 10.54 -0.40 0.38
5w 23.87 1.53 0.23 46.20 1.04 0.29 8.03 0.28 0.24 11.36 -1.37 0.668w 95.34 1.76 0.21 2.58 0.95 0.14 2.08 2.54 0.13
7w 77.75 1.87 0.25 20.18 1.07 0.26 0.17 0.27 007 1.91 2.68 0.19
8w 85.10 1,77 0.22 13.42 1.39 0.32 1.48 2.52 0.14 2.00 3.05 0.25
9w 89.70 1.81 0.21 2.60 1,25 0.45 5.60 2.50 0.20 6.07 0.90 0.13lOw 77.86 1.81 0.23 4.04 1.20 0.16 0.91 -0.13 0.09 11.12 2,68 0.28
2c 50.75 1.70 0.45 18.74 1.52 0.59 1.39 2.68 0.11 29.12 2.00 0.20

30-1 53.88 1.59 0.30 22.52 1.11 0.48 21.30 1.23 1.11 1.68 -1.39 0.19 2.32 2.44 0.22
3c-2 54.40 1.62 0.23 15.29 1.14 0.14 25.41 1.01 0.61 3.23 -0.56 0.26
3c-3 45.74 1.80 0.21 45.29 1.37 0.32 3.01 0.52 0.25 2.97 2.50 0.18
4o-1 74.43 1.78 0.25 25.57 1.35 0.20
4c-2 87.90 1.96 0.18 6.10 1.28 0.05 6.00 2.49 0.05
60 45.93 1.83 0.20 49.06 1.62 0.28 5.01 2.52 0.26
7c 13.57 1.90 0.11 86.43 1.62 0.37
8c 61.92 1.91 0.19 4.59 1.36 0.14 33.50 2.30 0.30
9c 90.20 1.95 0.28 1.08 0.72 0.09 6.53 2.65 0.11 3.12 2.55 0.28lOc 75.27 1.92 0.31 10.02 1.62 0.11 7.52 2.66 0.12 7.19 3.13 0.29



Appendix 5. Extreme high tides recorded at the tide gauge
of Newport, Oregon (meters above NGVD)
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Year Observed Predicted

1967 2.30 1.84
1968 2.22 1.87
1969 2.52 1.81
1970 2.27 1.84
1971 2.27 1.87
1972 2.19 1.97
1973 2.17 1.94
1974 1.82 1.84
1975 1.90 1.78
1976 1.92 1.87
1977 2.12 1.91
1978 2.27 1.91
1979 1.96 1.81
1980 2.08 1.84
1981 2.19 1.94
1982 2.21 1.91
1983 2.38 1.87
1984 2.01 1.84
1985 1.86 1.91
1986 2.10 1.94
1987 2.14 1.84
1988 2.14 1.87
1989 2.00 1.84
1990 2.07 1.94
1991 1.97 1.94
1992 N/A 1.87
1993 N/A 1.87




